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ABSTRACT 

Between the 28th of June and the 16th of July 2004, Alison Kassell, Philip Lambrecht and Bonnie 
MacKenzie of SIL PNG Branch conducted a sociolinguistic survey of the west and northern sides of 
Goodenough Island, Milne Bay Province, Papua New Guinea. The goals of the survey were: to define the 
dialect boundaries and to evaluate linguistic vitality. This was achieved with the use of sociolinguistic 
interviews, interviews with religious and community leaders, the collection of wordlists and text testing in Iduna 
and Bwaidoka. 

The team found that the dialects of west and north Goodenough form part of a dialect chain that 
encompasses most of Goodenough Island. It was found that people in the west could not comprehend texts in 
either Bwaidoka or Iduna. Although the limited time spent in the north meant that not as much data could be 
collected as the team would have liked, it seems that at least the areas of Waibula, Ufaufa and Ibawana should 
be considered a divergent dialect, if not another language altogether from Iduna. Further research is needed with 
regards to the areas of Upper Wataluma and Idakamenai. 

A smaller survey of the Kaninuwa language located in Lower Wataluma ward was also conducted between 
July 12th and 13th (see Kassell 2005). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Language Name and Classification 

Ethnologue 15 (Gordon 2005) lists the Diodio language, ISO code [ddi], as covering the western side of 
Goodenough Island, with four dialects (Yauyaula, Utalo, Awale and Central Diodio). The dialects in the 
north of the island referred to as Waibula, Ufaufa and Idakamenai are listed as part of the Iduna language, 
coded [viv]. 

The Diodio and Iduna languages are classified by Ethnologue 15 as Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian, 
Central-Eastern, Eastern Malayo-Polynesian, Oceanic, Western Oceanic, Papuan Tip, Nuclear, North 
Papuan Mainland-D'Entrecasteaux and Bwaidoga. Languages in the Bwaidoga family are shown below: 

Bwaidoka [bwd] 

Diodio [ddi] 

Iamalele [yml] 

Iduna [viv] 

Koluwawa [klx] 

Maiadom [mzz] 

Molima [mox] 

In Ethnologue 15 ‘Diodio’ speakers refer to their variety of speech as ‘Molata,’ ‘Giwau,’ and ‘Miyalabi.’ 
Diodio is the name of one of the wards on the west of Goodenough, where the Molata dialect is spoken.1 
Morata (with a flapped [ɾ]) is the name of the United Church circuit that covers Awale, Diodio, Utalo and 
Yauyaula wards. Speakers that Ethnologue 15 refers to as ‘Waibula,’ ‘Ufaufa’ and ‘Idakamenai’ dialects of 
Iduna, refer to their language a ‘Nadiyava,’ ‘Mihavana,’ ‘Uboka,’ ‘Ibawana,’ ‘Uloga’ and ‘Ha.’ 

On several occasions people commented that really there are just two languages on the island: 
‘Kaninuwa’ (Wataluma [wat]) in the north by Wataluma mission, and everyone else, which they refer to 
collectively as ‘Goodenough.’ This reflects the linguistic situation of the island, which is basically a dialect 
chain stretching round the whole island, with the exclusion of Kaninuwa. 

After travelling through the area in the west and north of the island, the survey team concluded that the 
dialects can be placed into two groups: west Goodenough dialects (covering what has previously been called 
Diodio, including the Molata, Giwau and Miyalabi areas), and north Goodenough dialects, covering the 
varieties spoken in Waibula, Ufaufa, Ibawana, and possibly Upper Wataluma and Idakamenai. Although the 
inclusion of Upper Wataluma and Idakamenai with the other three wards is debatable, where ‘north 
Goodenough dialects’ is used in this report it refers to all of the northern areas mentioned above, unless 
stated otherwise. See section 3.6 for a fuller explanation of dialect boundaries.2 

1.2 Language Location 
The current survey examined both the western and the northern wards of Goodenough Island, in the 

Milne Bay Province of Papua New Guinea. The majority of the survey was spent in the western wards, 
between Lauwela in the south, and Yauyaula in the north. The northern wards stretch from Waibula in the 
north-west, to Idakamenai in the north-east. The majority of the villages in both the western and northern 
wards are located close to the sea. Utalo and Ibawana wards are located in the foothills of the mountains, but 
not above 260 metres. There were reported to be no villages further up the mountains. 

                                                      
1 Wards are part of the hierarchical structure used by the government to organise the country. Individual villages (census units) are 
grouped into wards, which are grouped into Local Level Government areas (LLGs). LLGs are grouped into Districts, and Districts 
are grouped into Provinces.  
2 Edited for publication by Dan Richardson and Sara Van Cott. 
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1.2.1 Maps 
Map 1.1. Location of West and North Goodenough dialects in Papua New Guinea 
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Map 1.2. Proposed dialect groupings and language boundaries 

 
These boundaries are approximate. See section 3.3.2 for further details on linguistic borders within the 

western and northern Goodenough area. 
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Map 1.3. Villages and facilities 

 
N.B. Location of ward boundaries and elevation are both approximate. 
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1.2.2 Population 
The 2000 census (National Statistical Office 2002a) gave the following population for the wards on the 

west and north side of Goodenough: 

Table 1.1. Census statistics for Western and Northern Goodenough wards 

Ward Population
Awale 505 
Diodio 1029 
Utalo 833 
Yauyaula 280 
TOTAL WESTERN WARDS 2647 
Waibula 212 
Ufaufa 898 
Ibawana 460 
Upper Watalumaa 478 
Idakamenai 740 
TOTAL NORTHERN WARDS 2788 
TOTAL FOR NORTH AND WEST 5435 

 
aUpper Wataluma is recorded in the census under  ‘Wataluma North Ward.’ 

Note that figures from Lower Wataluma census unit, listed under Wataluma South Ward3 have not been 
included because the people living there are either teachers and mission workers from other areas, or part of 
the Kaninuwa language group (see Kassell 2005). 

The following population statistics were reported by the residents of each village during the survey. In 
some villages people were able to give both the population of their village and the whole ward. Residents in 
other villages knew only one or the other. Where possible the team spoke with village recorders to verify 
data but this was not always possible. 

Table 1.2. Current population figures for wards and individual villages 

Village Ward Population of village Population of whole ward 
Aimoli Awale 200  
Molawe Stationa Utalo 254  
Nimwaiyenab Yauyaula 134 355 Tutufelana / Augana Yauyaula 221 
Uwauwefoc Diodio 431  
Western Wards  2480  
Wafuwafuwa Idakamenai 226 773 
Buwali Waibula 80d 233 
Lalaveya Ibawana 73e 491 
Northern Wards  379 1497 

 
aIncludes Kenan, Gewamita, Kaviele 1 and 2, Sinkatea, Utalo and Luboda 
bIncludes all of the Giwau villages in Yauyaula ward: Tiretebweta, Lekaleka, Kunabola, Vineaiva, Nimwaiyena 
cUwauwefo is the census unit including the villages of: Aluaita, Nabadauna, Welawelavina, Laidoya, Ituwai, Kelebunake, 
Dobeta. 
dBased on average ward household size of 6.2 (National Statistical Office 2002b) with 13 houses reported. In Buwali, only the 
number of households was reported, so total population has been estimated by multiplying the average household size for the 
ward by the reported number of households. 
eBased on average ward household size of 5.2, (National Statistical Office 2002b) with 14 houses reported.  In Lalayeva, only 
the number of households was reported, so total population has been estimated by multiplying the average household size for 
the ward  by the reported number of households 

                                                      
3 Wataluma South census unit is in fact to the north of Wataluma North. 
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Given that the population was not recorded for every village, the total population of villages as 2,480 for 
the western wards would indicate that the 2000 Census figure of 2,647 is fairly accurate. Taking into 
consideration the 2.5% annual growth rate for Milne Bay Province (National Statistical Office 2002c), the 
current population for the western wards is estimated to be around 2,900. 

The ward totals given in the present survey for Idakamenai, Waibula and Ibawana (northern wards) were 
between five and ten percent greater than those given in the 2000 Census. Thus it would seem fair to say that 
the current population for the northern wards is likely to be between 2900 and 3100. 

A list of village names by ward can be found in the appendix A. 

1.3 Previous Research 

1.3.1 Lithgow and Staalsen 
David Lithgow and Philip Staalsen conducted a survey of the languages of the D’Entrecasteaux Islands 

in 1964. They travelled around Fergusson, Normanby and Goodenough islands, collecting wordlists and 
seeking to establish the level of lexical similarity between the various languages and dialects. In their 1965 
report Languages of the D’Entrecasteaux Islands, they reported lexical similarity percentages between what 
was referred to as ‘Diodio’ and the neighbouring languages, and also lexical similarity percentages between 
the dialects of the Diodio language, which they defined based on the ward boundaries. They included 
Waibula, Ufaufa and Idakamenai as forming the Northern Dialect Group of the Vivigani (Iduna) Language. 
See section 3.3 for further discussion of lexical similarity percentages. 

Map 1.4. Diodio language and dialects, according to Lithgow and Staalsen 
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Map 1.5. Vivigani (Iduna) language and dialects, according to Lithgow and Staalsen (1965) 

 
Notes on Lithgow and Staalsen’s analysed wordlist of Awale state that the people said they knew 

Bwaidoka but they didn’t speak it, and that some men knew Dobu. In other sections of the report, Lithgow 
and Staalsen (1965:13) noted that Bwaidoka, although only native to the south eastern area of Goodenough, 
was used ‘as a lingua franca of the whole island and on the adjacent coast of Fergusson island.’ Both the 
Roman Catholic and Methodist missions were reported to use Bwaidoka. 

Lithgow and Staalsen also note (1965:13) that there was a universal trend on Goodenough towards the 
replacement of vernacular words by those of Bwaidoka. They write, ‘It was in the northwest of Goodenough 
Island that we first became aware of the replacement of native words by words from the lingua franca. On 
investigation we found this trend to be universal, less marked in secluded areas and more marked where 
there is extensive outside contact.’ 

1.3.2 Huckett 
Joyce Huckett (SIL) moved to Wakonai in the late 1960s to work on language development in the Iduna 

language. In 1981 she wrote a paper entitled Dialects of the Iduna Language, a manuscript of which can be 
found in the Sociolinguistics Survey Office, SIL, Ukarumpa. The main purpose of this paper was to 
establish whether the orthographic choices being made would allow access to literature for all of the dialect 
areas, or whether the orthography needed to be modified in regard to different dialects. 

Huckett states that there were nine dialects of the Iduna language, which she divided into four groups, 
with the northern group comprising of Ufaufa, Upper Wataluma, Idakamenai and Waibula wards. Huckett 
gave the following map, which is virtually identical to that of Lithgow and Staalsen, with the exception of 
the inclusion of Upper Wataluma. It would appear that this area covers the present wards of both Upper 
Wataluma and Ibawana. 
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Map 1.6. Dialects of the Iduna language, according to Huckett (1981) 

 
Huckett concluded that Goyala and Ufufu are the closest, linguistically, to the central dialect, followed 

by the northern group and then Belebele and Kala’una. Huckett claims that the other dialects ‘are all 
mutually intelligible with the central dialect and there has been wide acceptance of and interest in the Iduna 
literature which uses the central dialect’ (1981:6). At the time, the dance seasons of the Spear and Drum 
moieties4 were said to be aiding mutual intelligibility since dances initiated by the villages of the central 
dialect were attended by people from Belebele, Kala’una and Idakamenai. At the end of each dance season, 
people from Ufufu, Goyala, Upper Wataluma and Ufaufa would also attend a large feast. Opinions were 
sought from various informants with regard to intelligibility between their dialect and the Central dialect, 
and the response was always positive. 

As will be explained in section 0, it was not the original intention of the survey team to re-survey this 
northern area. However, there are several factors which indicate that the analysis of the northern dialects by 
Huckett perhaps warranted further study, including that she did not carry out any formal intelligibility 
testing and no wordlist was gathered from Waibula. 

1.3.3 Gibson and Spaeth 
In 1993, Stan Gibson and David Spaeth conducted a preliminary survey of the Diodio language. Stan 

and Patty Gibson were working in the neighbouring Bwaidoka language group. They spent two days in the 
area, with Spaeth remaining in Uwauwefo (Diodio ward), and Gibson hiking to some of the other coastal 
villages, including Tatala in the north (Yauyaula ward).5 

Gibson notes that communication in Bwaidoka was well understood in the Diodio area. He elicited the 
wordlists using Bwaidoka and reported children to understand him in conversation. He sold literature from 
Bwaidoka and several people said it was easy to read. Gibson believed the Diodio people would use the 
Bwaidoka literature and be able to understand it. However, he comments that if a team were to work there to 
develop literature in that variety, it would be ‘even more dynamic for the people’ (Gibson 1993). 

                                                      
4 Moiety is a technical term in anthropology, where a society is divided into two, and usually people must marry someone from 
the opposite moiety. 
5 Tatala is the location of the school, United Church and Aid post in Yauyaula ward. 
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Due to limitations on the time spent in the area (two days), the unreliability of the wordlist taken in the 
north (there were only two old people present as everyone else had gone to a cultural day at Wataluma High 
School), not visiting any of the inland villages and several problems in eliciting information from residents, 
Gibson and Spaeth recommended a further, more extensive survey in order to truly establish priority and 
need for work in the area. 

2. RESEARCH GOALS AND METHODOLOGY 
2.1 Define Dialect Boundaries 

The first goal of the survey was to determine the dialect and language boundaries in west Goodenough. 
After starting their work in the area, the team decided to expand the scope of the survey to also include north 
Goodenough. They aimed to ascertain how many dialects require development and which dialect work could 
begin in. The team sought to analyse the dialect situation by considering reported dialect boundaries, lexical 
similarity (through the comparison of wordlists) and by conducting comprehension testing with Bwaidoka 
and Iduna. 

2.2 Determine Linguistic Vitality 
The second goal of the survey was to determine if the languages in the west and north of Goodenough 

displays signs of linguistic vitality, or if the speakers are switching to another language from their own. This 
was assessed in sociolinguistic interviews by asking questions relating to language use and views of 
language shift. Throughout the survey, the team sought to remain alert to the use of language around them. 
In addition, factors affecting language vitality were investigated, such as demographics, vernacular 
education and group identity. The team also asked about bilingualism with the languages Tok Pisin, Dobu 
and English. 

2.3 Village Sampling 
The original scope of the survey was limited to the four wards reported to make up the Diodio language 

area (Awale, Diodio, Utalo and Yauyaula) and their relationship to the neighbouring languages of Iduna and 
Bwaidoka. However, during the survey it became apparent that what was called the Diodio language area is 
part of a dialect chain. As a result, the plan changed in order to widen the scope to follow the chain as far as 
was possible within the eighteen days allocated for the survey. 

The survey began in Lauwela ward, which was reported to be the boundary between Bwaidoka and 
Diodio. Next, the team moved to the four Diodio area wards to discover where in the dialect chain there 
might be linguistic or social divisions that could suggest language boundaries, particularly where the people 
begin to identify themselves as Iduna speakers and to understand the Iduna text. Finally, the survey team 
continued the investigation around the coast of the island through six of the eight wards between Yauyaula 
ward and Wakonai ward, where the Iduna translation was done. Due to time limitations, wordlists and 
Iduna/Bwaidoka text studies were done only in every other ward (three out of five) as far as Idakamenai 
ward, with no information being taken from Ulutuya and Kalimutabutabu wards. Language identity and use 
questions, as well as church and education questions, were asked in every ward up to Idakamenai ward. 
Table 2.1 lists the wards between Bwaidoka and Iduna around the coast from south to north with some 
notes. Tables 2.2 through 2.4 detail what work was done in which villages. 
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Table 2.1. Wards surveyed on Goodenough Island, from south to north 

Ward Notes 

Wadalei Village where Bwaidoka language work has been done. Wordlist 
taken. 

Bwaidoka? 
The number of wards and at which point people no longer identify 
themselves as Bwaidoka speakers between Wadalei and Lauwela 
is unknown. 

Kilia Not surveyed, but grouped under Miufao by Lauwela people. 
Lauwela Reported language is Miufao, part of Bwaidoka. 
Awale 

Four wards included in original plan for survey of the Diodio 
language. Reported languages are Molata, Giwau, and Miyalabi. 

Diodio 
Utalo 
Yauyaula 

Waibula Two nights/one village. Wordlist, text study, all questionnaires 
done. 

Ufaufa Walk through, language identity questions asked, education and 
church questions. 

Ibawana One night/one village. Wordlist, text study, all questionnaires done. 

Upper Wataluma Walk through, language identity questions asked, education and 
church questions. 

Lower Wataluma Included in original plan for the Kaninuwa language survey. 

Idakamenai One night/one village. Wordlist, text study, all questionnaires. 

Ulutuya Not surveyed, but reported by people in Idakamenai to speak 
Iduna. Kalimutabutabu 

Wakonai 
Village where Iduna language work has been done. Wordlist taken, 
people reported that they speak Iduna. 

 

Table 2.2. Bwadoika and Iduna villages surveyed 
Ward Villagea Dialectb School Surveyed WL Text Questionnairec

Kilia  Miufao/Bwaidoka      
Lauwela 5 main villages Miufao/Bwaidoka   
 Galili/Lauwela Miufao/Bwaidoka  short stop x  LU 
 Lower Galaya Miufao/Bwaidoka      
Wakonai  Iduna  one night x   

 
aSome wards contain additional villages in addition to the main villages listed 
bThe dialect names are as reported by the villages surveyed. Exceptions are: Kilia ward was not visited, but the councillor in 
Lauwela grouped the languages in Kilia and Lauwela wards together, though slightly different, and as being a part of 
Bwaidoka. 
cLU=Language Use, CR=Culture, CP=Contact Patterns, CH=Church, ED=Education 
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Table 2.3. West Goodenough villages surveyed 
Ward Villagea Dialect School Surveyed WL Text Questionnaireb 

Awale 3 main villages       
 Aimoli Molata aa elementary one night x x LU, CP, CR, CH, ED 
 Ukwabala Molata a one night x  LU, CR, CH, ED
 Bato Molata a      
Diodio 3 main/25 total    
 Uwauwefo Molata b  one night x x LU, CP, CH, ED 
 Fotuna Molata b primary     
 Nuwaiu Molata c      
 Kelaiya Molata c elementaryb three nights x  LU, CR, CH, ED 
 Mafailuilu Molata c  attend church    
Utalo 3 main/18 total       
 Lomenai Giwau elementaryb     
 Molawe Giwau one night x  LU, CP, CH, ED
 Kaliwauto Giwau  one night   LU, CR, CH, ED 
Yauyaula 2 main/8 total    
 Nimwaiyena Giwau  one night x  LU, CR, CH, ED 
 Aikawa/Tatala station Miyalabi community short stop   CH, ED 
 Augana Miyalabi  one night x x LU, CR, CH, ED 

 
a Letters 'a', 'b', 'c', etc. are used to designate a reported difference in accent within a speech variety identified by one name. 
b This school is listed under the correct ward, but may be located in a different village. 
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Table 2.4. North Goodenough villages surveyed 
Ward Villagea Dialect School SurveyedWL Text Questionnaire 

Waibula 3 main villages       
 Bwaula Nadiyava a      
 Buwali Nadiyava a two nights x x LU, CR, CP, CH, ED
 Mayabo Nadiyava a      
Ufaufa 6 main villages     
 Manubulea Mihavana/ Nadiyava b  short stop   LU 
 Vedakala Mihavana/ Nadiyava b      
 Monuna'oya Mihavana/ Nadiyava b      
 Diudiugana Uboka/ Nadiyava c      
 Wisa'alu Uboka/ Nadiyava c      
 Hauweba station Uboka/ Nadiyava c primaryb short stop   LU 
Ibawana 3 village groups       
 Laulotea group Ibawana/Nadiyava d    
 Lalaveya Ibawana/Nadiyava d  one night x x LU, CP, CH, ED 
 Kakaweanaiya group Ibawana/Nadiyava e      
 Atuveila mission Ibawana/Nadiyava e elementary     
 Kulumeta group Ibawana/Nadiyava e      
 Bed ani mission Ibawana/Nadiyava e      
Up. Wataluma 8 main villages       
 Dikwadikwa ?/Nadiyava f  short stop   LU 
 Humuleya ?/Nadiyava f      
 Yabiliva ?/Nadiyava f      
 Weuya ?/Nadiyava f      
 Bidole ?/Nadiyava f    
 Ulelea (market) ?/Nadiyava f      
 Kugayavayavalime ?/Nadiyava f      
 Kulobamaine ?/Nadiyava f      
Lw. Wataluma 2 Kaninuwa vills.       
 Sivesive Kaninuwa  one night x  LU, CP, CR, CH, ED
 Kikwanauta Kaninuwa  short stop    
 Wataluma station mixed langs. el/prim/HS     
Idakamenai 5 main villages       
 Lewohava Uloga/Nadiyava g      
 Wafuwafua Uloga/Nadiyava g one night x x LU, CP CH, ED
 Kuvadaga Uloga/Nadiyava g community short stop   CH, ED 
 Laketa Ha/Nadiyava h      
 Waluboka Ha/Nadiyava h      

 
a The dialect names are as reported by the villages surveyed. Exceptions are: Waibula ward people reported that Waibula, 
Ufaufa, Ibawana, Upper Wataluma, and Idakamenai wards were in a Nadiyava language area. Ufaufa and Upper Wataluma 
wards did not recognize a language called Nadiyava (the people in Upper Wataluma could not give any name for their 
language), and though Ibawana and Idakamenai people recognized themselves as belonging to a Nadiyava group, they did not 
recognize Nadiyava as the name of the language they speak. 
bThis school is listed under the correct ward, but may be located in a different village. 

3. DEFINE DIALECT BOUNDARIES 
3.1 Explanation of Goals 

There are numerous factors, both linguistic and social, which may affect how one defines a dialect. The 
most important factors in the case of Goodenough island were considered to be reported dialect boundaries, 
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lexical similarity and intelligibility.6 Overall, the team sought to be able not only to define the dialect 
boundaries, but also to examine 1) which of these dialects could possibly be grouped together and served by 
the same literature, and 2) whether any of them could be served by current literature. 

A group of different dialects may potentially be served by the same literature if: 1) they recognise 
themselves as part of a larger group, 2) they have a fairly high lexical similarity, 3) there is a high level of 
comprehension between the dialects, 4) the speakers of the dialects display a positive attitude towards the 
other dialects. When considering which dialects may be served by the same literature, in most cases points 
(3) and (4) will dictate the outcome to a greater extent than either (1) or (2).7 

The specific research questions relating to defining dialect boundaries in the west and north of 
Goodenough are: 

• What dialect boundaries are reported by the residents? 

• What is the level of lexical similarity between the speech varieties of different areas? 

o Is there one dialect that is linguistically central? 

o If the dialects form a chain, which are most related to each other? 

• To what extent can people comprehend the different dialects? 

o What are the reported levels of comprehension between the different dialects? 

o What can text comprehension testing reveal about the level of comprehension of Iduna and 
Bwaidoka? 

• What attitudes are displayed towards each dialect? 

It was not the expressed goal of the survey team to be able to draw a strict geographical line between 
dialects, nor should any resulting maps be considered an indication of land ownership by the speakers of the 
language or dialect. 

3.2 Reported 

3.2.1 Dialect and Language Names 
In one sense, people on Goodenough Island perceive that everyone on the island, excluding the 

Kaninuwa language speakers, speaks the same language. However, they also perceive differences from ward 
to ward in pronunciation, sounds, and vocabulary. In the wards on the west side of the island between 
Lauwela and Idakamenai, various people distinguished the following languages by name: Miufao, Molata, 
Giwau, Miyalabi, Nadiyava, Mihavana, Uboka, Ibawana, Uloga, and Ha. 

‘Miufao’ was the name given by the people in Lauwela for their language, which they said is part of 
Bwaidoka. They also reported that the people in Kilia ward speak Miufao. 

‘Molata’ was the language name given by people in Awale and Diodio wards. There are three main areas 
in the two wards: Diodio 1, which includes Kelaiya and Nuwaiu in the northwestern half of Diodio ward; 
Diodio 2, which includes Uwauwefo in the southeastern half of Diodio ward; and all of Awale ward. These 
three areas represent three groups that originally came from one village that separated in approxuimately 
1912 due to a marriage dispute. Presently, each of the three areas identifies itself with the others as speaking 
Molata, though each area has a slightly different way of speaking the language. Uwauwefo was reported to 
be the most important village and the way of speaking in the Molata language area because all of the 
speakers originally came from there before 1912, and the health centre and school are located there. 

                                                      
6 Some of these are mentioned by Blair (1990:21). 
7 Point (3) relates to ability – can people from different dialects understand each other sufficiently? Point (4) is one of attitude – 
are people from the groups willing to share the same literature? This is dependent on many dynamics between the groups and is 
not essentially an issue of comprehension, but of desire. 
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‘Giwau’ is the name of the language spoken in all of the villages in Utalo ward and in half of Yauyaula 
ward, in Nimwaiyena village and in the surrounding hamlets. All Giwau villages speak the same way, 
without variation in pronunciation, though the people in Nimwaiyena reported that they speak a more pure 
Giwau than the Utalo ward people because the Utalo people mix Bwaidoka words with Giwau. The Utalo 
people did not report any difference in the purity of language or status between the two wards. 

‘Miyalabi’ is spoken by the people in Yauyaula ward around the villages of Tutufelana and Augana. 
There is no difference in pronunciation or status between the two villages, though they reported that among 
the different wards on their side of Goodenough Island, they speak the most pure or clear language. 

The people in Buwali village in Waibula ward said that everyone in Waibula, Ufaufa, and Ibawana 
wards speak the same language, called ‘Nadiyava,’8 with the same pronunciation and that Upper Wataluma 
and Idakamenai wards also speak Nadiyava, but with a different pronunciation. The difference cited between 
Waibula and Upper Wataluma wards was that speakers in Waibula use [k] and the Upper Wataluma [t]. 

People in Manubulea village in Ufaufa ward did not call their language Nadiyava, nor did they know 
what Nadiyava could mean, though the people explained that there were no elders in the village at the time 
to give the meaning. They reported that the five villages in the ward were divided into two groups: three 
speaking Mihavana language and using [h]; and two villages speaking Uboka and using [k]. In regard to the 
surrounding wards, the people in Ufaufa said that the Waibula people speak with low voices and that the 
Upper Wataluma people use [t]. 

The people in Lalaveya village in Ibawana ward reported that they, along with the other villages in the 
ward, speak the ‘Ibawana’ language, though, when asked, they recognized Nadiyava as a language group 
and included themselves in it along with Miyalabi, Waibula, Ufaufa, Upper Wataluma, and Idakamenai. 
Within Ibawana ward they divided themselves into two groups: the Laulotea group of villages using [ɡ] and 
the Kakaweanaiya and Kulumeta groups of villages using [k]. 

The people in Awakila Anabaweluluka village in Upper Wataluma ward said they speak their own pure 
language, as opposed to Iduna or Bwaidoka, but could not give a name for the language. They did not know 
the meaning of Nadiyava either, but suggested it might refer to the people in Yauyaula, Diodio, and Lauwela 
and mean ‘sunset people.’ The people in Idakamenai ward referred to the Upper Wataluma people/language 
as ‘Iwabu.’ All of the villages in Upper Wataluma ward were reported to speak with the same pronunciation. 

People in every ward agreed that the people in Sivesive and Kikwanauta villages in Lower Wataluma 
ward, who speak the Kaninuwa language, are a language apart from the rest of the dialects on Goodenough 
Island, which people view as being similar. 

The people in Wafuwafua village in Idakamenai ward separated the five main villages in the ward into 
two groups—Uloga and Ha, which speak different dialects. They also separated themselves from Iduna, 
saying that it is a different way of pronunciation from their language. When questioned, they explained that 
the meaning of Nadiyava has to do with meat in a clay pot, and refers to the people living along the north 
coast of the island who fish and make clay pots and use these for trade with people like the Iduna speakers, 
who are not Nadiyava. Included in Nadiyava, according to Wafuwafua village, are the wards from 
Idakamenai to Waibula. 

In summary, people in the west identified the areas of Molata, Giwau and Miyalabi as separate speech 
varieties. In the north, some people identified with Nadiyava, a grouping including all the dialects in 
Waibula, Ufaufa, Upper Wataluma, and Idakamenai wards. Although a language name was not recognised 
by all the wards supposedly included in this group, it is fair to say that there was some sense of identification 
between the north wards, as separate from the western wards and from Iduna. 

                                                      
8 The first mention of the word Nadiyava was made by people in Nimwaiyena, referring to the sharp bush cane grass in the area 
where their ancestor Tagabobolu settled in Yauyaula ward after breaking from Kwetaga in Utalo ward. Because of the grass, 
Tagabobolu called the area Nadiyava. 
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3.2.2 History 
The accounts from ward to ward of where the people originally came from, their migrations and the 

separation of clans that were reported to the survey team are incomplete and inconsistent according to the 
team's interpretation. The survey team is not able to confirm any history given, and does not intend to 
support any particular account where stories conflict, especially as these accounts are the basis for group 
claims to land rights. However, the histories contribute to a picture of how the people in the wards group 
themselves, and so a summary of the accounts is given. 

Generally, people identify themselves as originally coming from Gauyaba or Galuwata on Goodenough 
Island, or from another island. Galuwata is in the mountains near Wakonai, where the Iduna language work 
was done, and according to some is where all the people native to the island have their origin—they ‘came 
out of the ground’ there. Gauyaba is near Belebele and Bolubolu, where there is a certain tunnel that people 
lived in. The story goes that from these places people set out in search of new places to live. Some left to 
escape fighting, some to find new food and water sources as the Wakonai side of the island is dry. Some 
men in Kelaiya said the people left in search of the first man who came out of the ground, Ulebobobo, who 
had lost his mind, as well as in search of a less dry place to live. As groups travelled, some went directly 
over the mountains, such as the Melauge and Wavina clans in Kelaiya, and some went through the valleys, 
such as the Muliavana, which means ‘walking beside the valley of Mt. Madawa.’ As people migrated, they 
made settlements, then moved on, settling again, and again moving on, and so on. Disputes would cause 
groups to separate and move on. 

In the accounts told by some men in Kelaiya, there seems to be some consistency in the story of a group 
of people that left Galuwata and, travelling through the mountain valleys, came to the Lauwela ward 
mountains. At one point the group split and some sailed to Cape Vogel on the mainland, and the others 
continued to Taleba point on the coast. Eventually they came to live in what is now Diodio ward, but moved 
to the mountains in what is now Utalo ward because of fighting with another group that came to the Diodio 
ward coast. This other group consisted of people from other islands, maybe some from Tufi and Popondetta, 
maybe some from Dobu, and, according to people in Nimwaiyena, definitely some from Mapomoiwa on 
Fergusson Island. These people from Mapomoiwa and other places settled along the Diodio ward coast and 
Yauyaula ward coast. In Yauyaula ward, these immigrants to the island did not fight with the Giwau-
speaking people at Nimwaiyena, but the people on the Diodio coast fought with the Giwau-speaking people 
there, who then moved up to the present day Utalo ward. The people on the Yauyaula ward coast were 
called Yauyaula, which means ‘people moving from place to place’ in the Giwau language. The 
Nimwaiyena people and the Yauyaula people agreed to name the ward Yauyaula rather than Utalo 2 because 
the Yauyaula people were afraid their descendants would be run out. Nevertheless, the Yauyaula people, 
with a population of about one hundred, all died because of sorcery. Later, another group, Inatafi, came to 
Yauyaula ward from Nuamata Island and made a stone altar at Augana village, but later left. Then the 
Miyalabi people were brought in by an early British administrator and settled at Augana and Tutufelana. On 
the Diodio ward coast, the immigrants from other islands remain in Diodio and Awale wards and speak the 
Molata language.9 

The word ‘Molata,’ according to some men at Kelaiya, comes from ‘Nemolata,’ the name of a girl the 
Muliavana clan gave in marriage to the Diodio immigrants. In going to visit their relative, Nemolata, on the 
coast, that area came to be called Molata, which has been confused with the Dobu word ‘Morauta,’ which 
means something to do with sailing in a canoe, and is the name of the United Church circuit in the area. 
Presently, because of intermarriage and people returning to the coastal ground from Utalo after the fighting, 
people from both the clans that immigrated from other islands and the clans that migrated from Galuwata, 
live in Diodio ward. 

 

                                                      
9 The report that the Diodio/Awale people came after the Utalo people, at which point the Utalo people moved up to the mountain, 
was given by Lauwela people, Awale people, Nimwaiyena people and some men in Diodio ward. However, Kelaiya people stated 
that the Diodio residents did not immigrate from other islands and that they were living there before the Utalo people came. 
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The Miyalabi people now living in Augana and Tutufelana in Yauyaula ward report that they do not 
share the same history as the Giwau-speaking people; they did not come from Galuwata, but from Gauyaba. 

There appears to be a historical connection between Waibula, Ufaufa and Ibawana wards. People in 
Waibula reported that they and the people from Ufaufa migrated from Gauyaba as far as their settlement at 
Dota, where they split. People in Ufaufa and Ibawana wards include themselves with Waibula in this shared 
ancestry and migration, except that people in Ibawana reported that they all came from Galuwata. The three 
groups were all part of the same village in the mountains above Ibawana before they split along the coast. 
The people in Ibawana reported that before they settled on the mountain above Ibawana, they had come 
from Utalo ward and the language they speak now is a mix of Utalo and Iduna. Furthermore, they reported 
that some of the people in Upper Wataluma ward also came from Utalo. 

The people in Upper Wataluma ward report that that they are called ‘Miyawadiwadila,’ which means 
‘travelling around the mountains.’ They mentioned settling at Wailagi, Gauyaba, Mataita, and eventually at 
Yabiliva on the hills above the coastal plain of Upper Wataluma. Before their migrations on Goodenough 
Island, though, they report to have came from the mainland. 

In Wafuwafua, an Uloga-speaking village in Idakamenai ward, they reported that the three Uloga 
villages share the same history with the people in Upper Wataluma, though they stated they come from 
Galuwata rather than Gauyaba. They also reported that the two Ha-speaking villages, Laketa and Waluboka, 
have a different history, and that the people in Ulutuya ward have yet another history. 

In summary, the stories of the history of the different groups on the island, although difficult to 
reconcile, do give an indication of why some of the groups see themselves as more or less closely related. 
The historical pattern of immigration, inter-group fighting and relocation, can also give some explanation as 
to why there are so many related and yet separate groups. 

3.3 Lexicostatistics 

3.3.1 Methodology 
The team elicited the 190 item10 standard SIL-PNG survey wordlist English Version (1999 Revision) in 

the following villages shown below. 

Table 3.1. Villages where wordlists were elicited 
Ward Village Name Language namea 
Awale Aimoli Morata
Awale Okubala Morata 
Diodio Kelaiya Molata 
Diodio Uwauwefo Molata 
Yauyaula Nimwaiyena Giwau 
Yauyaula Tutufelana Miyalabi 
Ibawana Lalaveya Bona
Idakamenai Wafuwafua Uloga
Lauwela Lauwela Bwaidoka 
Upper 
Wataluma 

Sivesive Kaninuwab 

Utalo Molawe Giwau 
Waibula Buwali Nadiyada 
Bwaidoka Wailagi (Afolegine) Bwaidoka 
Wakonai Nikaka Iduna 

 
aAs given by the people contributing to the wordlist 
bKaninuwa is a separate language from the dialects of west Goodenough. See Kassell 2005. 

All wordlists were elicited in English by the same member of the survey team in order for consistency in 
recording. The lists were elicited from a small group of informants (as opposed to individuals) to overcome 
                                                      
10 170 words plus 20 sentences. The sentences are not used in the comparison. 
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any problems due to word taboos, and also to avoid subjects providing a word not commonly used. In a 
small group setting, participants can discuss and rule out words that are not common or may be borrowed 
from neighbouring languages. The surveyor chose the main informant who had to be a mother-tongue 
speaker of the dialect being tested, had to have grown up in the village in question and whose parents were 
also from the village. 

In the first village (Afolegine/Bwaidoka), the surveyor sought to elicit as many synonyms as possible for 
each gloss. The word which best matched the meaning of the English gloss was then selected, and the 
surveyor aimed to elicit that form in the rest of the villages, but only if that form had the same meaning in 
the other villages. 

In order to establish the lexical similarity between the varieties represented by the wordlists, the 
wordlists elicited were compared using the standard for lexicostatistic similarity described by Blair 
(1990:31). Where possible, affixes were removed from the root of the word before the comparison was 
applied. 

Of the 170 words on the SIL standard wordlists, five were not used in any comparison. In one case this 
was because there was no word in the language (cassowary, 42), in two cases the same words had already 
been elicited elsewhere in the wordlists (fire, 97, combination of tree and burning, and not, 160, same as no) 
and in two further cases there was too much confusion over the form of the word that no comparison could 
be made (five ,127 and ten, 128). Gloss 138, bilum (string bag), was replaced with basket since there is no 
word for bilum on the island. 

There were also twenty-two glosses where a comparison was not made for at least one wordlist, because 
no word could be elicited or we considered the word: 

• the wrong word for the gloss, 
• a synonym,  
• the same word as given for a different gloss, or 
• a Tok Pisin word. 

A list of these glosses can be found in table A.2 in the appendix, along with glosses for which no entry 
was given in at least one village. 

There were fifteen cases where words were considered lexically similar even though they do not meet 
Blair's standards as laid out above. A list of these can be found in table A.2 in the appendix. The number of 
comparisons between each wordlist therefore ranged from 148 to 160 lexical items. 

A chart showing the phones recorded for the west and north Goodenough dialects can be found in the 
appendix, table A.4 and table A.5. 
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3.3.2 Results 
The comparison of the wordlists as outlined in 3.3.1 yielded the following lexical similarity percentages: 

Ukwabala (MOLATA)    Blue shading: Over 95% lexical similarity 
    97  Aimoli (MOLATA)     Green shading: Over 88% lexical similarity 
    97    96  Uwauwefo (MOLATA)    Yellow shading: Over 80% lexical similarity 
    97    97    96  Kelaiya (MOLATA) 
    91    92    92    92  Tutufelana (MIYALABI) 
    89    91    90    90    94   Nimwaiyena (GIWAU) 
    83    84    84    85    88    91   Molawe (GIWAU) 
    79    82    80    81    85    84    85   Buwali (NADIYAVA) 
    80    82    81    82    86    84    87    93 Lalaveya (IBAWANA) 
    75    76    74    76    80    82    85    83   87  Wafuwafua (ULOGA) 
    76    78    76    79    80    79    82    80   84   89  Wakonai (IDUNA) 
    79    78    78    79    83    79    80    82   83   82  84 Lauwela (BWAIDOKA/LAUWELA) 
    73    76    73    73    77    76    79    78   77   79  78  86 Wailagi (BWAIDOKA) 

Figure 3.1. Matrix showing percentage lexical similarity between wordlists 

The following figures are ranges of error for the above percentages. This range is calculated from the 
“cognate percentage, the sample size (that is, the number of words compared) and the reliability codes11 
from the catalogue for each wordlist. The calculation is such that the higher the reliability of the lists, the 
narrower the range of error. The true cognate percentage is predicted to be within a range of the measure 
Percent plus or minus the Variance value” (Wimbish 1989:59–60). 

 
Ukwabala 
   2.3   Aimoli 
   2.3   2.5   Uwauwefo 
   2.6   2.9   3.2   Kelaiya 
   3.8   3.6   3.6   4.5   Tutufelana 
   4.1   3.8   3.9   4.9   3.2  Nimwaiyena 
   5.0   4.8   4.9   6.0   4.3   3.8  Molawe 
   5.4   5.1   5.3   6.5   4.7   4.9   4.8   Buwali 
   5.4   5.1   5.3   6.5   4.7   4.9   4.6    3.3  Lalaveya   
   5.7   5.6   5.8   7.1   5.3   5.1   4.8    5.0    4.5  Wafuwafua 
   5.6   5.4   5.6   6.6   5.2   5.3   5.0    5.2    4.9    4.0  Wakonai 
   5.4   5.4   5.5   6.7   5.0   5.4   5.3    5.1    5.1    5.1   4.8  Lauwela 
   5.9   5.7   5.9   7.3   5.5   5.6   5.4    5.5    5.7    5.4   5.4   4.6   Bwaidoka 

Figure 3.2. Variance matrix 

From the above tables it can be seen that all wordlists share between 73% and 97% percent lexical 
similarity. The closest lexical similarity (97%) is between the villages who referred to themselves as the 
Molata language; Awale, Ukwabala, Kelaiya and Uwauwefo. The lowest percentage (73%) is between three 
of these villages; Ukwabala, Kelaiya and Uwauwefo with Bwaidoka. 

Map 3.1 groups the wordlists according to their level of lexical similarity. When the percentages were 
plotted on a distribution graph, it was found that there was a cluster of points between 95% and 97%, and 
another between 88% and 94%. These groupings are shown on the following chart, along with those 
wordlists which share 80% lexical similarity or more. Some lines are dotted to avoid confusion of where 
lines cross. The patterns have no further significance. 

Ukwabala has been included in the grouping of 80% more with villages round to Lalaveya although it 
only shares 79% with Buwali. It was believed to be part of this group, given its closeness in lexical 
similarity to all the other villages in the group. 

 

                                                      
11 The wordlist reliability code is based on the reliability of the wordlist data. All wordlists elicited on this survey, were given the 
reliability code C- Average survey situation with good bilingual informants and satisfactory opportunity to double check. For 
further information on reliability codes see Wimbish 1989:31. 
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Map 3.1. Lexico-similarity 

 
When these wordlists were compared to the wordlist elicited in Kaninuwa in the north, they gave a 

percentage of between 53% and 61%, thus confirming that Kaninuwa is not part of the same dialect chain as 
the rest of the dialects on the island (Kassell 2005:13). 

3.3.3 Interpretation 
In general, villages which are geographically closer share a higher level of lexical similarity. Hence the 

Molata group, all located within a half-hour’s walk of each other, displays the highest level of similarity. 
Villages further apart have a lower lexical similarity, with villages on opposite sides of the islands 
displaying a much lower lexical similarity than those in adjoining wards. 
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It should be noted that focus of the current survey was the dialects on the western side of the island 
(from Awale up to Waibula) and hence fewer wordlists were taken on the north coast, and in the Iduna and 
Bwaidoka areas. This may account for the seemingly high lexical similarity percentages displayed by the 
Molata group, in comparison for example with the northern area (Buwali, Lalaveya, Wafuwafua, Wakonai). 
Several wordlists were taken in each ward in the Molata, Giwau and Miyalabi areas, whereas only one 
wordlist was taken in every other ward in the northern area. See section 0 Village Sampling. If more 
wordlists had been taken on the northeastern side, it is likely that there would be further instances of 
wordlists sharing over 88% lexical similarity. 

On a macro level, the preceding diagram shows clearly the existence of a linguistic chain of groups 
sharing above 80% lexical similarity, encircling virtually the whole of Goodenough Island, with the 
exception of Kaninuwa (not shown on diagram). Indeed, some villages, such as Tutufelana, Molawe and 
Lalaveya share 80% or more with all other wordlists except Afolegine (Bwaidoka). The amount of 78%–
81% has often been regarded as the boundary between what may be considered dialects of the same 
language, and what should be considered separate languages (Wurm and McElhanon 1975:152). Seen in this 
light, this chain provides an explanation for the idea, expressed by many people—that there are merely two 
languages on the island: Goodenough and Kaninuwa. 

However, while there are no clear breaks in the 80% similarity chain, it should be noted that the 
following wordlists share less than 80% when compared directly: (1) all villages except Lauwela, with 
Bwaidoka (Afolegine) (2) all Molata villages and Nimwaiyena with Iduna (Wakonai). Unless 
comprehension testing proved otherwise, it would appear to be unsatisfactory therefore to conclude that the 
western dialects were merely part of Iduna or Bwaidoka, or that the northern dialects pertained to Bwaidoka. 

At the 88% level, it is obvious that two separate chains exist, one on the western side and one in the 
north. The western chain covers the area referred to in previous research (see section 3.3.4) as Diodio, and 
the northern chain justifies to some extent the inclusion of the northern wards as part of a dialect chain 
stretching from Iduna on the east. Within the western grouping, Tutufelana would appear to be the most 
central dialect, sharing over 88% with all other wordlists in the chain. In the north, Lalaveya or Wafuwafua 
would appear to be more central, although the lack of data from the adjoining wards means this cannot be 
stated categorically. 

In summary, the lexicostatistical data supports the presence of two dialect groups—one in the west (from 
Aimoli up to Tutufelana), and one in the north (from Buwali round to Wakonai). The western group is 
clearly separate from the Bwaidoka and Iduna languages. The northern group is separate from the western 
dialects and Bwaidoka. However, based on lexical similarity alone, it is not possible to say that the northern 
group should be considered a separate language from Iduna since there is no clear break in the chain 
between Vivigani to Waibula. 

3.3.4 Comparison with Previous Research 
Table 3.2 compares the lexical similarity percentages for the west Goodenough dialects12 provided by 

Lithgow and Staalsen (1965) and those from the present survey. 

Table 3.2. Lexical similarity, 1965 and 2004 

 Diodio (1965) Molata/Giwau/Miyalabia 
(2004) 

Bwaidogab 60 75 
Vivigani (Iduna) 65 78 

 
aCalculated as the average percentage similarity between Molata (including Giwau, Miyalabi) and Bwaidoka and Iduna. 
bSpelled Bwaidoka in this report. The 2004 Bwaidoka percentages are based on the wordlist elicited in Bwaidoka alone (not 
including Lauwela). 

                                                      
12 Refered to as Diodio by Lithgow and Staalsen (1965). 
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Table 3.3 shows the west Goodenough percentages reported by Gibson and Spaeth (1993) with the 
Bwaidoka central dialect, in comparison with those resulting from the current survey. 

Table 3.3. Lexical similarity, 1993 and 2004 

West Goodenougha Bwaidoka Central Dialect 

1993 2004 
Yauyaula (Northern) 75 77
Diodio (Central) 66 73 
Awale (Southern) 66 75 

 
aGibson and Spaeth (1993) refer to the area as Diodio. For the sake of comparison, the current surveyors considered Gibson 
and Spaeth’s distinctions to correlate to the following: Northern = Yauyaula ward (Tutufelana village, Miyalabi dialect, not 
Giwau); Central = Diodio wards (Kelaiya and Uwauwefo villages, Molata dialect); Southern = Awale ward (Ukwabala and 
Aimoli villages, Molata dialect). 

It is strange that in both cases, the northern dialect displays a higher similarity with Bwaidoka than the 
dialects which are closer to the Bwaidoka area.13 The northern wordlist taken by Gibson in 1993 was 
collected in the village of Tatala. However Gibson and Spaeth commented that its reliability was suspect 
since only one couple was present when Gibson arrived in the village.14 

The 2004 results for the central and southern dialects are, however, significantly higher than those of 
1993, as is also the case in comparison with Lithgow and Staalsen’s 1965 figures. This is somewhat 
surprising given that the Gibson and Spaeth wordlists were elicited in Bwaidoka. The increase in 
percentages from 1993 to 2004 could be due to a difference in methodology (in terms of which words were 
considered to be lexically similar),15 or perhaps Gibson and Spaeth elicited more synonyms in their lists than 
the 2004 survey team. Another possible explanation is that the west Goodenough dialects are moving closer 
to Bwaidoka through increased contact and borrowing. This phenomenon was in fact suggested by Lithgow 
and Staalsen in his 1965 report. However, given that the wordlists were taken and analysed by different 
people at different times, it is not possible to state categorically whether this is the case. 

The similarity percentages between the dialects of west Goodenough given in the current report are also 
higher (about 10%) than those calculated by Lithgow and Staalsen16 and Gibson and Spaeth, with the 
exception of the figures for the central dialect, and Utalo, which are the same for 1965 and 2004. 
 

Yauyaula 
(Northern) 

   

84 Diodio 
(Central)

  

NA 85 Utalo 
(Mountains)

 

NA 85 NA Awale 
(Southern)

Figure 3.3. Lithgow and Staalsen lexical similarity (1965) 
 

                                                      
13 Lithgow notes that it was in the northwest of the island that they first became aware of the replacement of indigenous words by 
words from the lingua franca (Bwaidoka). He does not note however which village they were in at the time. 
14 Tatala is in Yauyaula ward, but no Yauyaula people live there. The school, Aid Post and United Church all have land there. 
15 When wordlists elicited on Fergusson Island were compared in the Galeya Survey Report (Lambrecht, Kassell and Potter 2004) 
with those taken by Lithgow it was found that the percentages produced by Lithgow were higher in similarity than those produced 
by the surveyors in 2004. However, when items from the Lithgow wordlists were re-analysed by the survey team according to the 
standards used by Blair (1990), similar percentages to those of 2004 were obtained. Thus the difference in the case of the 
Fergusson Island wordlists was believed to be in the analysis. However, in the case of Goodenough, it is strange because the 
percentages of 2004 are much higher than those of 1965. 
16 Notes on the wordlists indicate they were elicited in Molatau (Diodio?) and Awale Ukwabala, Diodio, Utalo, Auvana (Augana, 
– near Tutufelana, Yauyaula ward), Yauyaula (Yauyaula village no longer exists.) 
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Yauyaula 
(Northern) 

   

82 Diodio 
(Central)

  

NA NA Utalo 
(Mountains)

 

83 88 NA Awale 
(Southern)

Figure 3.4. Gibson and Spaeth lexical similarity (1993) 
 

Yauyaula 
(Northern) 

   

92 Diodio 
(Central)

  

88 85 Utalo 
(Mountains)

 

92 97 84 Awale 
(Southern)

Figure 3.5. Lexical similarity (2004) 

Once again, it is possible that there is a certain level of convergence taking place between the dialects. 
Though the fact that the difference in percentages between 1965, 1993 and the present survey are all 
between 7% and 10% (both in comparison to Bwaidoka and between the western dialects), could indicate 
that this is merely a difference in methodology regarding which words are considered to be lexically similar. 

It should also be noted that Lithgow and Staalsen’s research into the Iduna language included a northern 
dialect group covering Waibula, Ufaufa and Idakamenai—wards which were also covered on this present 
survey. They gave the three areas together a lexical similarity percentage of 80% with central Iduna, 92% 
between Waibula/Ufaufa, and 90% between Ufaufa/Idakamenai. In the present survey no wordlists were 
taken in Ufaufa, but the wordlists elicited in Buwali (Waibula word) and Wafuwafuwa (Idakamenai ward) 
averaged 85% with the central Iduna dialect (Wakonai wordlist). Once again this is higher than Lithgow and 
Staalsen’s scores. No percentages for lexical similarity were given in Huckett's 1981 report. 

3.4 Comprehension 
Beyond what can be predicted based on lexical similarity, the survey team intended to gain an idea of 

general comprehension between the dialects from ward to ward by asking people how well they understand 
each other, and, specifically, of comprehension of Iduna and Bwaidoka by evaluating people's attempts to 
explain the meaning of recorded texts in those two languages. 

3.4.1 Reported 
The survey team asked people in group interviews in each ward how well they understand the dialects in 

the wards around them in three ways. All available people in each village were invited to participate in 
interviews; the surveyor made an effort to elicit responses from men and women of various ages. First, each 
group was asked if adults understand everything, a little bit, or nothing of the surrounding dialects. Second, 
it was asked if the children around six years of age understand everything, a little bit, or nothing. Third, they 
were asked to rank a list of dialects according to how clear the speech is to them. Their responses are in 
Table 3.4 and Table 3.5. 

In the tables, the group of people doing the reporting is labelled in each column, and the group being 
reported on is labelled in each row. Each main column is divided into three sub-columns: the first shows 
reports about how well adults and children understand; the second shows the rank given to the dialects for 
how easy they are to understand; the third shows the lexical similarity percentage between the two groups. 
The reports about how well adults and children understand, shown in the first sub-column, are put in terms 
of a three point scale: 1 means they understand everything, 2 means they understand something, 3 means 
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they understand nothing. The first number in the sub-column is the reported adult comprehension, and the 
second number is the reported comprehension for children around six years of age. So, for example, people 
in Lauwela reported that adults understand everything spoken in the Awela dialect, but that children 
understand nothing of the Awela dialect. 

The numbers in the second sub-column represent the reported relative comprehension of the dialect,17 
with the number 1 representing the dialect(s) easiest to understand. Dialects with the same number were 
reported to be equally understandable. For example, the speech in Waibula and Ibawana is equally 
understandable to the people in Ufaufa ward. The numbers in each column are relative to the local dialect 
and do not mean anything in relation to the other columns, for example, the 2 that people in Lauwela ward 
assigned to the Miyalabi dialect may not represent the same level of comprehension as the 2 assigned to 
Upper Wataluma by the Idakamenai people. 

Dialects which children were reported to understand completely are marked red. 

 

Table 3.4. Reported comprehension of dialects , part 1 
  Lauwela Awale Uwauwefo Utalo Nimwaiyena Tutufelana 

Bwaidoka 1-1 1 86 2-3   76 1-1 5 73 1-3 4 79 1-2 4 76 1-2 6 77 
Lauwela       2-3 3 78     78 1-3 3 80 1-3 4 79 3-3 5 83 
Awale 1-3 2 78       1-1 2 96 1-3 2 84 1-3 2 91 1-2 2 92 
Uwauwefo 1-3 2 78 1-1 1 96       1-2 2 84 1-3 1 90 1-2 2 92 
Kelaiya/Nuwaiu 1-3 2   1-1 1   1-1 1   1-2 2   1-3 1   1-2 2   
Utalo 1-3 2 80 1-3 3 84 1-1 4 84       1-1   91 1-1 1 88 
Nimwaiyena 1-3 2 79 1-3 3 91 1-1 4 90 1-1   91       1-1 1 94 
Miyalabi 1-3 2 83 1-1 2 92 1-1 3 92 1-3 1 88 1-1   94       
Waibula     82     82     80     85 2-3 3 84 1-2 3 85 
Ufaufa                         2-3 3   1-2 4   
Ibawana     83     82     81     87     84     86 
Upper Wataluma                                     
Idakamenai     82     76     74     85     82     80 
Iduna 1-3   84 2-3   78 3-3 6 76 1-3 5 82   5 79 2-3 7 80 
Ulutuya                                     
Kalimutabutabu                                     

 

                                                      
17 The names used for the dialects in the table are the name of the ward—where all the villages in the ward reported speaking the 
same—or the name of the village—where not all of the villages in the ward reported speaking the same. 
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Table 3.5. Reported comprehension of dialects, part 2 

  Waibula Ufaufa Ibawana Upper Wataluma Idakamenai 

Bwaidoka 1-1 2 78 1-2 4   1-2 5 77 2-3 1   2-3 4 79 

Lauwela 1-3 7 82 1-2 8   1-2 7 83 3-3 5   3-3   82 

Awale 1-2 5 82 1-2 6   1-2 6 82 3-3 5   3-3   76 

Uwauwefo 1-2 5 80 1-2 6   1-2 6 81 3-3 5   3-3   74 

Kelaiya/Nuwaiu 1-2 5   1-2 6   1-2 6   3-3 5   3-3     

Utalo 1-3   85 1-2 7   1-2 4 87 3-3 5   3-3   85 

Nimwaiyena 1-3   84 1-2 7   1-2 4 84 3-3 5   3-3   82 

Miyalabi 1-1 4 85 1-2 2   1-1 4 86 2-3 4   2-3   80 

Waibula       1-1 1   1-1 1 93 2-3 3   2-3   83 

Ufaufa 1-1 1         1-1 1   2-3 3   2-3     

Ibawana 1-1 2 93 1-1 1         1-1 1   1-3 3 87 

Upper Wataluma 1-1 3   1-2 3   1-1 1         1-3 2   

Idakamenai 1-1   83 1-2 4   1-2 2 87 1-2 2         

Iduna 2-3 6 80 1-2 5   1-2 3 84 2-3 3   2-3 3 89 

Ulutuya                         2-3 1   

Kalimutabutabu                         2-3 3   

The dialects that can be understood by children are linguistically close enough that comprehension 

between them is based on inherent intelligibility rather than contact, assuming the children have little contact 

with other dialects. Between all of the dialects around the island (excluding Kaninuwa) there probably is, 

given the level of lexical similarity around the island, some level of comprehension based on the relatedness 

of the dialects, but it appears also that part of the comprehension of dialects a few wards away is based on 

having learned those dialects through contact. 

The reports represented in tables 3.4 and 3.5 are not based on standard definitions of ‘understand 

completely,’ ‘limited understanding,’ ‘no understanding,’ and ‘more clear.’ In Ufaufa the people were very 

likely evaluating what a six-year-old child understands differently than the people in Idakamenai. 

Nevertheless, in relative terms, the reports give a picture of comprehension that fits with the historical 

accounts and the percent of lexical similarity between dialects. 

For example, people in Nimwaiyena village reported that there is a historical relationship between the 

original coastal people in Yauyaula ward and the coastal Molata speaking people in Diodio ward because the 

two groups immigrated to Goodenough Island together from the same origin around the same time. Based 

on this report, one might expect there to be a greater similarity in dialect between the Yauyaula and Diodio 

coastal peoples than with the more inland Giwau-speaking people that came from Galuwata. This fits with 

the report in Awale ward in table 3.4 that they understand the Miyalabi dialect more than their closer 

neighbours in Utalo ward and Nimwaiyena village. Lexical comparisons also show a closer relationship 

between the Diodio ward coastal people and the Yauyaula ward people than with their Utalo ward 

neighbours. 

The reports of comprehension between dialects suggest that some dialects can be grouped. In table 3.4 

people in Lauwela ward report a closer relationship to Bwaidoka than to the Molata dialect (Awale ward, 

Uwauwefo village, and Kelaiya/Nuwaiu villages) and the Giwau dialect (Utalo ward and Nimwaiyena 

village), which they perceive to be similar to each other. There appears to be some grouping between Awale 

and Uwauwefo and between Utalo, Nimwaiyena, and Miyalabi. Between Miyalabi and Waibula there 

appears to be a break, with Miyalabi relating more to the dialects to its south and Waibula relating more to 

the dialects to its north. Waibula fits into another block of dialects with Ufaufa and Ibawana. 

Comprehension at a level that is expected of people speaking the same language, that is complete 

understanding based on inherent intelligibility, appears to be limited to within these groups. 

Taking lexical similarity into account along with reported comprehension, there seems to be a basis for 

grouping 1) Lauwela and Bwaidoka; 2) Awale, Uwauwefo, Utalo, Nimwaiyena, and Tutufelana/Augana; 

and 3) Waibula, Ufaufa, and Ibawana. It seems less clear how Upper Wataluma and Idakamenai might be 
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grouped, especially since there is no information from the neighbouring wards Ulutuya, Kalimutabutabu, 
and Wakonai. 

3.4.2 Texts 
Self-reported information and lexical similarity give an idea of what level of comprehension might be 

expected from dialect to dialect. However, when self-reporting, people presumably used differing definitions 
of ‘understand’ and since language attitudes are relative by nature, this data is subjective. And, though it is 
expected that between dialects that share less than 60% lexical similarity there will not be a same-language 
level of comprehension, between dialects that share more than 60% lexical similarity it is hard to say with 
certainty what level of actual comprehension exists between them. 

In order to increase the resolution of the comprehension picture and get some evaluation of 
comprehension other than self reported data and lexicostatistics, the survey team asked people to listen to 
texts from Iduna and Bwaidoka Bible translations and, as a test, to say what had happened in the story. The 
Bible was chosen as the base text as it is the only book in these languages. The narrative texts of six and 
nine verses18 were read by speakers of the dialects in which the translation was done and the readings were 
recorded. For testing, participants had to: 

• listen to both texts and after each text to report 1) if the language was their own or another; 2) 
how well they understood the text; 3) differences between the language and their own; 4) how 
much contact they had with the language; and 5) if they liked listening to the language or not,  

• state their preference for the Iduna or Bwaidoka text, after listening to both texts, and 

• listen again to one part of the text, one or two verses, and tell the surveyor what they heard in as 
much detail as possible, without help from other people. 

In one village in each of seven wards, three different age groups, each with five people, were tested. The 
age groups were 10–15 years, 15–30 years, and 30 years and older. At least one male and female were 
included in each group; the typical group was two females and three males. The respondents varied in 
education and contact with the Iduna and Bwaidoka languages. 

The surveyor noted what details each of the five people had mentioned and any impressions about 
whether the person really understood or not. The responses were scored 0 to 4, with 0 for no comprehension. 
A score of 1 was given to responses that included little comprehension, such as a single detail about what 
had happened in the text. A score of 2 was given to responses that included some details, but not all of the 
main points.19 A score of 3 was given to responses that included all of the main points, but also included 
mistakes. A score of 4 was given to responses that included all of the main points and no mistakes. In the 
chart below, each score is an average of the scores of the five people in the age group. 

                                                      
18 The Iduna text was taken from Acts 20:7–12. The Bwaidoka text was taken from Mark 6:21–29. 
19 There was no scoring system of a total number of details or points possible in a section of the text; “not all the main points” is a 
subjective evaluation by the survey team—not an exact count. 
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Figure 3.6. Comprehension of Bwaidoka and Iduna 

There are some limits to the conclusions that can be drawn from this chart. First, the test was not given 
to native speakers of either Iduna or Bwaidoka, so responses cannot be compared with responses of native 
speakers. Second, only five people with varying levels of contact with Bwaidoka and Iduna were tested in 
each age group, and some of those people may not have been competent test-takers. For example, some 
respondents were nervous and may have been too uncomfortable to demonstrate their comprehension. In 
addition, because the texts were taken from the Bible, some of the respondents may have already known the 
stories and re-told what they knew, as they remembered the story. Finally, although a text was used, this test 
was essentially of oral comprehension, which may differ from written comprehension. 

Yet another limitation is that there is no correlation between this 0–4 scale and the usual standard for 
what is considered to be sufficient comprehension to group dialects together as similar dialects, or dialects 
that could use the same literature. The usual standard, taken from Blair is a score of 80% or higher on an 
intelligibility test as described by Blair (1990:24, 33). It cannot be said what any of the respondents in this 
text test would have scored on Blair’s intelligibility test. However, the opinion of the survey team, having 
used Blair’s test in other situations, is that no one scoring less than a 2 in this study would score 80% or 
higher on Blair’s test. It is very probable that respondents that scored 0 in this study, most of the youngest 
age group, would not score 80% on Blair’s test. More intelligibility testing, following Blair’s procedures, 
would clarify comprehension levels between the dialects. 

However, we can conclude that people’s understanding of both Iduna and Bwaidoka seems to be based 
on contact more than linguistic relatedness since the youngest age group, with the least contact, understood 
almost nothing of either language in all of the wards (and the oldest age group, with the most contact, 
generally understood the most). It appears strange therefore that the respondents in Idakamenai should 
understand less Iduna than those of Ibawana, considering both their relative geographical proximity and the 
results of the lexicostatistical comparison. This calls into question whether other factors, such as education, 
were coming into play and affecting the results. 

What the survey team saw in testing comprehension of these texts in Iduna and Bwaidoka is that people 
reported more understanding than was evidenced by their re-telling of the recorded narratives. It seems 
doubtful that Bwaidoka and Iduna are inherently intelligible to people in these seven wards at a level 
necessary for people with the least contact to have sufficient understanding of literature in Iduna or 
Bwaidoka. However, given some of the limitations of the testing, it would be advisable for further 
comprehension testing, such as RTT (Recorded Text Testing) to be carried out in the area, particularly in the 
northern wards, with relation to Iduna, before firm conclusions can be reached. 

3.5 Attitudes 
Across the island, people prefer to use their own dialect over any other dialect, even when they go 

outside their dialect area. One man from Utalo ward said that because people favour their own dialect, 
compromises would have to be made if different dialect groups needed to accept literature in a dialect not 
their own. Some people reported that though they speak their own dialect, they use more Bwaidoka words 
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when they go to the Bwaidoka area. Bwaidoka seems to have some prestige because it has been used as the 
church language and it is viewed as “our common language.” Also, people reported that there is a large 
population of Bwaidoka speakers on the island. Iduna also seems to have some prestige in the same way as 
Bwaidoka. 

Regarding religious literature, people reported that they would prefer to use Scripture in their own 
language. Currently, Iduna, English and Dobu are being used, with Iduna being used the most and Dobu 
being used the least. 

People reported that the language that is most important for their children to learn is the local dialect, 
followed in importance by English. Iduna and Dobu were also reported to be languages important for 
children to learn. 

There were no strong negative attitudes reported towards any of the languages on the island, though 
there was a strong disassociation from the Kaninuwa language on the part of the rest of the dialects 
surveyed. 

3.6 Summary of Dialect Boundaries 
In summary, the reported data, both in terms of dialect and language names given, along with the 

accounts of the history of each group, points towards the presence of many dialect groups, with varying 
amounts of identification between such groups. There appears to be some level of identification between the 
western wards, and between the northern wards. 

The lexical similarity data indicates that the west and northern dialects are actually part of a larger 
dialect chain that encircles the whole of Goodenough island. At 88% of lexical similarity there appears to be 
two groupings within the larger dialect chain—one between the western dialects of Molata, Miyalabi and 
Giwau (from Aimoli up to Tutufelana), and another in the north, from Buwali round to Wakonai. When 
lexical similarity percentages are compared with reported comprehension between the different dialects 
there is a basis for grouping the following wards 1) Lauwela and Bwaidoka; 2) Awale, Diodio, Utalo and 
Yauyaula and 3) Waibula, Ufaufa and Ibawana. It seems less clear how Upper Wataluma and Idakamenai 
may be grouped, especially since there is no information from the neighbouring wards—Ulutuya, 
Kalimutabutabu and Wakonai. 

These two main groups identified as (2) and (3) above are referred to in this report as west Goodenough 
and north Goodenough. The dialects of west Goodenough have lower lexical similarity with both Bwaidoka 
and Iduna and the speakers had low comprehension of texts in both of these varieties. These two facts and 
the lack of identification with either Bwaidoka or Iduna confirm that the dialects of west Goodenough form 
a separate language from either Bwaidoka or Iduna. It seems likely, given their relatively high lexical 
similarity, reported comprehension and lack of negative attitude towards other varieties within the group, 
that dialects of the west Goodenough grouping could be served by the same literature. 

The case of the northern dialects is more complicated. On the one hand, there is some sense of 
identification between the northern dialects from Waibula round to Idakamenai, and they did have some 
common names to refer to that area. In addition, they did not score particularly well on the comprehension 
testing with Iduna and none of them claimed to be part of Iduna. This might suggest that these northern 
dialects should be considered a separate language from Iduna. However, based on lexicostatistics, and some 
reports of comprehension (particularly in Upper Wataluma and Idakamenai) it is difficult to say that they 
should all be considered a group totally separate from Iduna. There does seem more of a case, based on 
lexical similarity, reported groupings, comprehension and shared history, for saying that Waibula, Ufaufa 
and Ibawana are a group together, and could be considered a separate language from Iduna. However, where 
the boundary should be drawn is at this time uncertain. Given that limited time was spent in the area, with 
little data gathered in Upper Wataluma and Ufaufa, it seems advisable that further comprehension testing of 
Iduna be conducted in the area before firm conclusions about language boundaries can be drawn. The dialect 
groupings and boundaries on Map , therefore, have a dotted line surrounding the Upper Wataluma and 
Idakamenai wards, indicating that they could belong to either the north Goodenough group, or the Iduna 
language. The north Goodenough group should be considered, for the present, a divergent dialect, which 
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might later prove to be a different language from Iduna. For the purposes of this report, ‘north Goodenough 
dialects’ refers equally to the areas of Idakamenai and Upper Wataluma as to the other northern wards. 

4. DETERMINE LINGUISTIC VITALITY 
Vitality can be assessed by examining a number of factors, including current language use: if the people 

always use their own language whenever possible, and the children are all learning the language, then the 
language may well be vital. However, other factors also affect language vitality, such as education, 
demographics, group identity, language attitudes and language change. All of these were examined. 

4.1 Current Language Use 
People in the west and north Goodenough area reported using their own vernacular for all interactions 

within their family and the village. Children learn the vernacular before they learn any other language, and 
all sections of society are fluent in the vernacular. Observations by the survey team confirm these reports. 

4.2 Education 
The presence of vernacular elementary schools, as outlined in section E.3, is a factor contributing 

positively to language vitality. All elementary teachers are from the same ward where they teach. Even in 
the case of Ufaufa Primary (where there is no separate elementary school) the grades 1 and 2 teachers are 
from Ufaufa and Upper Wataluma, and both reported using Nadiyava in the classroom.20 In the case of 
Kuvudaga Primary School, the grade 1 teacher speaks Iduna and the grade 2 teacher speaks Bwaidoka, and 
both use these vernaculars in the classroom, as well as English. This could contribute to a greater 
understanding of Bwaidoka and Iduna by children in Idakamenai ward (see section 3.4). At Aikawa 
Community School (Yauyaula) the Dobu teacher for grade 2 uses mainly English in the classroom, although 
she is trying to learn the local dialect. 

Many of the elementary teachers stated that one of the biggest challenges to vernacular education was 
the lack of materials in the local language. Recently the elementary schools were supplied with some shell 
books from the Australian Government Overseas Aid Program (AusAid). The teachers were meant to write 
in the books in the local language. Some teachers are using these shell books but others expressed that the 
books did not really seem relevant to the children and so they were trying to make their own books, writing 
stories on the board each day, or giving oral translations of books read in English. In Diodio ward the 
teachers had asked the community to help with the creation of books, assigning different young people to 
work with older people. However this did not work. The teacher said that perhaps people had the 
expectation that they should be paid for such work. 

At the primary level21 mixing between students from different wards contributes towards comprehension 
of different dialects among the students. Diodio primary school has students from all four western wards. 
Aikawa community school serves mainly the residents of Yauyaula ward. Students from Aikawa often have 
to continue their education at Wataluma, Diodio or Ufaufa schools since there are only two grades offered at 
Aikawa (currently 2 and 4). However there are no children who attend the schools from a completely 
different language group.22 

The majority of teachers at the primary and community schools are from Goodenough Island. Out of a 
total of twenty-two teachers at the five community and primary schools in question (see section 6.1.3), seven 
are from Iduna, four from Bwaidoka, one from Diodio, one from Ufaufa, one from Upper Wataluma, seven 
from other places in Milne Bay and one from Sandaun Province. For grades 3–8 the teachers use English as 

                                                      
20 Nadiyava was the name given to the northern dialects by some respondents in this area. See section 3.2.1 Reported Dialect 
Boundaries and Language Names. 
21 Including information from the community schools. See section 6. 3 Current Educational Opportunities and Trends for a list of 
schools. 
22 At Diodio primary school it was reported that there were several children from the Lauwela and Kilia dialects of Bwaidoka. 
These dialects however are more similar to Molata than Bwaidoka is. 
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the medium of instruction. However the local teachers may also use Molata or Nadiyava. The headmaster at 
Diodio Primary is from Iduna, but he has learned Molata so he can clearly communicate with the parents. 
The Dobu teacher at Aikawa Community School also reported she was learning the local dialect, and 
sometimes used Bwaidoka with the children. (Her husband is from Bwaidoka.) In the community teachers in 
general use their own dialect if they are from Goodenough Island, or English if they are not. 

The children use their own language when they are in the playground. The older ones may also use some 
English. There is no prohibition on the children using their own language at school. 

The educational system on Goodenough Island appears to be preserving rather than negatively affecting 
language vitality. It may be contributing to the dialects becoming more similar, or people having greater 
comprehension of the dialects as children mix with others from different wards. 

4.3 Immigration and Emigration 
Population movement is not negatively affecting language vitality. Information gathered in five villages 

in west Goodenough shows that immigrants to the area account for approximately 2% of the residents of the 
western wards. Based on information gathered in three villages in north Goodenough, immigration to the 
northern area accounts for 5% of the population. The vast majority of these immigrants are from other wards 
on the island, with a few from other areas of Milne Bay. Married women account for over 80% of these 
immigrants. The few male immigrants are mainly church workers from different wards on the island. People 
from other wards on Goodenough use their own dialect when speaking with people in the villages of west 
and north Goodenough, although they may add some words in the local dialect. Children of mixed marriages 
all grow up learning the local dialect. Adults from other areas of Milne Bay may use English, Dobu (if from 
a Dobu area) or learn the local dialect, depending on how long they have been in the area. 

Emigration from the area is low. From the western wards, in the five villages where information was 
gathered on demographics, approximately ninety-one people had emigrated to other areas (with a current 
reported population of 2,470); 63% of the emigrants were men, the majority of whom had moved to Alotau, 
Port Moresby, or Lae for work purposes, although a few had married and moved to other areas on the island 
or to Milne Bay. From the northern wards, where information was gathered in three villages, forty-three 
people (out of a population of 379) had left the area. This is approximately 10% of the total population of 
the area. This percentage may not be accurate because the total population for the area is only an estimate.23 
Once again most of the emigrants to Port Moresby and other towns were men, whereas women have in 
general married and moved to other areas on Goodenough Island. 

The women who had left the area had mostly done so for the purposes of marriage, although a few were 
reported to be working or accompanying spouses in Alotau. There is a settlement of people from 
Goodenough in Alotau, with approximately fifty people from the Molata area living there. Emigrants 
generally return to their home areas approximately once a year, and speak the local dialect when they do so. 
The children of emigrants to Alotau do not in general speak their parent’s language. Instead they speak 
English or Tok Pisin. Children of women who are married to men in other areas of Goodenough learn the 
dialect of the area they are growing up in. 

In conclusion, the people of west and north Goodenough people are neither being swamped by another 
group, nor emigrating at such a high rate as to call into question their language vitality. 

4.4 Language Attitudes 
People in every ward reported that they thought their language would still be used in twenty years, 

though people in Aimoli village in Awale ward said that in twenty years the young people may not be 
‘fluent’ in the local dialect, mostly because they will be using words that their parents have borrowed from 
Bwaidoka. Across all the wards, people also reported that the language most important for children to learn 
is the local dialect. 

                                                      
23 In two of the villages, only the number of households (rather than the population total) was known, so the population estimate 
for these villages was based on the average household size for each ward (National Statistical Office 2002b). 
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4.5 Language Change 
One sign of language shift is that children may ‘mix’ their language, by using words, phrases or 

constructions from other languages. If this is extensive, language death may occur, as one language 
gradually gives way to the other. In general, it was reported that there was not extensive mixing by children 
on Goodenough Island. Even where some mixing was reported, people still felt that the children spoke the 
local vernacular well. 

Respondents in Aimoli and Uwauwefo (Molata area) did say that the children use some Bwaidoka 
words, but no more than their parents do. In Manubulea (Ufaufa ward) it was reported that the children mix 
a little with English and the varieties from other wards. In Lalaveya (Ibawana Ward) it was reported that the 
children mix the vernacular a little with Dobu and English. People in Upper Wataluma ward reported that 
they used words from other dialects on the island. The children in particular were reported to mix a lot with 
words from Idakamenai. In Idakamenai ward the children were reported to mix several common words from 
Bwaidoka with their own vernacular. 

The survey team could not distinguish between the different varieties, so no observations could be made 
on the mixing of these. However, the surveyors did not note any mixing between the local varieties and 
English or Tok Pisin. 

Predictions for the future of their language were positive. People believed their language would still be 
around in twenty to forty years time. One reason given for this was the presence of vernacular elementary 
schools. In Upper Wataluma ward people said that they were not speaking the same as their grandparents, 
and that maybe in the future they would be speaking another language. It seems most likely that they 
concluded this on the basis of borrowing. 

It appears that as people from around the island have increased contact, the different dialects may be 
converging, as children use some words from other wards. There is certainly a level of familiarity with other 
dialects. Section 3.3.4 indicates that possibly the dialects of west Goodenough are becoming more similar to 
Bwaidoka. However, differences in methodology between the present survey and the previous research 
mean this cannot be stated categorically. This is not, however, really an issue of linguistic vitality. While 
some of the dialects may become more similar, the linguistic vitality of the larger dialect groupings of west 
and north Goodenough is good. 

4.6 Bilingualism 
Comprehension of Bwaidoka and Iduna is dealt with in section in 3.4. 

Comprehension and use of English is largely limited to school children and teenagers, adults who 
attended school, and those who work as pastors and teachers. Older men and women were reported to 
understand some English, but not to speak it. English is used with outsiders not from the island, and by 
people when they go to the market in Alotau. 

In general, only the older people are able to speak Dobu, since the first missionaries used Dobu in church 
and encouraged people to use the Dobu Bible. Some young people who have been to school on the mainland 
are also able to speak Dobu. 

Most commonly, only young people who have travelled to Alotau for work or school are able to speak 
Tok Pisin. 

It is fair to conclude that there is no across-the-board bilingualism with any other language in either the 
west or north of Goodenough. 

4.7 Summary 
In summary, both west Goodenough and north Goodenough dialect groups show good signs of linguistic 

vitality. The vernacular is used in all family and village interactions outside of the church.24 All children can 
speak the vernacular. The education system, demographics and group identity all point towards positive 
                                                      
24 English and other languages (Dobu, Tok Pisin, Bwaidoka and Iduna) are used in churches.   
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linguistic vitality in the years ahead. The vernacular education system, with teachers who know and use the 
vernacular in the classroom, is a strongly positive factor for language vitality. While some of the dialects 
may be becoming more similar to each other, they are all at present still vital. In regard to bilingualism, there 
is no language the people understand as well as their own. There is no language with which the majority of 
the community are bilingual. Language vitality seems to be fairly strong in both the west Goodenough and 
north Goodenough dialect groups. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A.1 Village Names by Ward25 

Table A.1. North Goodenough villages, according to warda 

WAIBULA UFAUFA IBAWANA UPPER WATALUMA LOWER 
WATA-
LUMAb 

IDAKA- 
MENAI 

Bwaula Manubulea Lalaveya Dikwadikwa Sivesive Lewohava 

Buwali Vedakala Uwaewae Humuleya Kikwanauta Wafuwafua 

Mayabo Monuna'oya Udakumi yoiwali Yabiliva 
Wataluma 
station Kuvadaga 

Galewa Diudiugana Udobu Weuya  Laketa 

 Wisa'alu Ulululu Bidole  Waluboka 

 Hauweba 
station Ibawana Uleleleya (market) 

  

  Kugawita Kugayavayavalime   

  Atuveaila Mission Kulobamaine

  Umalaviyoyo    

  Mata'ala    

  Diwenibabana    

  Bedani mission    

  Bwabwa    
 

a Ulutuya and Kalimutabotabo wards lie between Idakamenai and Wakonai. No information was gathered in these wards. 
b Sivesive and Kikwanauta belong to the Kaninuwa Language. 

                                                      
25 Main villages are shown in bold. 
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Table A.2. Other villages, by ward 

LAUWELAa AWALE DIODIO UTALO YAUYAULA 

Galili/Lauwela Aimoli Uwauwefo Afuweya Ufanake Oyava Tabwetabweta

Negegila Ukwabala Nukuwalofa Inaota Lomenai Kaliwauto Nimwaiyena 

Omewai Bato Dobeta Nukavikavila Lukuku Iyololo Lekaleka 

Nakaweta  
Lemo Sawauli Kuduya Debanafuwe Kunabola 

Lower Gayala  
Kelebunake Nawanawai Gewamita Kwakwayuveya Vineawa 

  
Ituwai 

Dakedake 
Mayauna Kaviele Deba Aikawa/Atala

  
Fotuna Wayaututu Molawe Kulisadauna Tutufelana 

  
Welawglavina Waibole Utalo Didikale Augana 

  
Nabadauna Lauliya Kaviele Luboda  

  
Nuwaiu Tamanafaya    

  
Kelaiya Liuyawa    

  
Mafailuilu Wiwe   

  Walauta  
 

a Lauwela ward belongs to Bwaidoka, but information was also collected there so a list of villages has been included. 
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Appendix B. Lexicostatistics26 
Table B.1. Exceptions and disqualifications for wordlists 

Gloss 
number Gloss 

Excluded 
from 

comparison 
Reason for no entry or 
disqualification 

Exceptions 
to Blair’s 
standard 

1 Head abkjm confusion between head 
and hair  

2 Hair bf confusion between head 
and hair  

9 Knee     
13 Breast g “chest”  
21 Thumb acdefh “finger”  
24 Heart hk Different internal organ?   

28 Girl bcde Different age from other 
entries   

29 Boy bcdeg Different age from other 
entries  

36 Older brother ek General word for brother  
42 Cassowary ALL No word exists  
44 Flying Fox df Different types  
50 He is sitting dfi “He is staying”  
54 He is walking a “He is walking around”   
56 He is eating  
63 He drinks     
69 He swims     
73 He coughs     
76 Big kl “Huge”  
81      
84 Cold (water) b “Cold (person)”  
87 Old     
90 Dry (Clothes) jk “Dry fruit”  

97 Fire ALL “Tree and lighting” – 
entered elsewhere  

118 Feather k “decorative feather”  
119 Horn bcefghijklmn No word given  

121 Claw abg “long nail on hand” (rather 
than foot)  

125 Three     
127 Five ALL Confusion  
128 Ten ALL Confusion  
134 Bean an No word given  
135 Axe deh Use of Tok Pisin  
141 Morning     
144 Yesterday     
152 All bjk “many”  
156 Who?     
158 Where?  
161 Not ALL Same as word for “no”  
165 We two (exclusive) bjkl Different form  
166 You two dgk Different form  

                                                      
26a=Wailagi b=Lauwela c=Awale d=Ukwabala e=Uwauwefo f=Kelaiya g=Molawe h=Nimwaiyena i=Tutufelana j=Buwali k=Lalaveya 
l=Wafuwafua m=Wakonai n=Sivesive 
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Gloss 
number Gloss 

Excluded 
from 

comparison 
Reason for no entry or 
disqualification 

Exceptions 
to Blair’s 
standard 

167 They two jkl Different form  
169 You j Different form  

 

Table B.2. Possible consonantal phones in the West and North Goodenough dialects 

Pulmonic Bilabial Labio-
dental 

Dental Alveolar Palatal Post 
alveolar Velar Glottal 

Plosive  p    b   t   d k  ɡ ʔ
Nasal     m      n     
Trill         

Tap or flap    
Fricative  f  v        ð   s        ɣ h 

Approximant     j    
Lat. approx.     l ʎ  

All wordlists also had examples of the voiced labial-velar approximant [w]. Labialised plosives [kw], 
[ɡw], [bw], [mw] and fricative [fw] are also common in the dialects. 

It should be noted that the glottal stop [ʔ] is only present in the wordlists from Wakonai, Ibawana, 
Idakamenai and Sivesive (Kaninuwa). Similarly, with the exception of these same 4 wordlists, there were no 
further examples of [h]. The Wakonai (Iduna) wordlist did not contain any instances of the interdental 
fricative [ð]. This sound was most common in the wordlists from the Molata area, whereas the other 
wordlists would often have a velar plosive [ɡ] or the fricative [ɣ] in the same place (see glosses 10, 15, 25, 
26, 33, 36, 68, 91). 

Table B.3. Possible vocalic phones in North and West Goodenough Dialects 
 Front Central Back

Close i  u 
Close-mid e  o 
Open-mid ɛ   
Open   ɑ 

Note these are possible phones, not phonemes. The difference between [e] and [ɛ] is probably not 
phonemic. 
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Appendix C. Grammar 
All the sentences collected as the end of the wordlist elicitation showed an SOV word order. 

 
Gloss 183. (Aimoli wordlist) 
 lɑmoðɑ kokou imununɑ 
 man dog hit 
 ‘The man hit the dog.’ 
 
Gloss 180 (Buwali wordlist)  
 kɑlivɑ mɑmo iʔɑnɑ 
 man yam eats 
 ‘The man eats the yam.’ 

Appendix D. Walking Times between Villages27 
Table D.1. Walking times between villages 

Village to Village Hours 
Vivigani – Bolubolu 2.30 
Bolubolu – Kenan 2.30 
Kenan – Wailagi/Afolegina 2.00 
Lauwela – Aimoli 2.10 
Aimoli – Ukwabala 0.20 
Aimoli – Uwauwefo 0.40 
Uwauwefo – Kelaiya 0.45 
Kelaiya – Molawe 1.30 
Molawe – Kaliwauto 0.30 
Kaliwauto – Nimwaiyena 3.15 
Nimwaiyena – Tatala 0.40 
Tatala – Tutufelana 0.40 
Tutufelana – Buwali 4.00 
Buwali – Diudiugana 0.45 
Diudiugana – Lalaveya 1.30 
Lalaveya – Wataluma Mission 2.00 
Wataluma Mission – Wafuwafuwa 1.30 
Wafuwafuwa - Wakonai 2.30

 

                                                      
27 Based on walking times of survey team. Local people may well complete the distance in shorter amounts of time. 
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Appendix E. Wordlists 

E.1 Bwaidoka , Lauwela, Utalo and Miyalabi Wordlists 
 

 DIALECT NAME 
(Village) 

BWAIDOKA 
(Wailagi) 

LAUWELA 
(Lauwela) 

UTALO 
(Molawe) 

MIYALABI 
(Nimwaiyena) 

MIYALABI 
(Tutufelana) 

    
1 (his) head NO ENTRY ɑusɛwɑ isɛwɑ isɛwɑ usɑwɑdɑ
2 (his) hair kuluwɑ NO ENTRY kilɑbu kuluwɑ kilɑbudɑ
3 (his) mouth ɑuwɑ ɑuwɑʔ ɑwɑ ɑwɑ ɑwɑdɑ
4 (his) nose kɑbu kɑbu kɑbu kɑbu kɑbudɑ
5 (his) eye mɑtɑ mɑtɑ mɑtɑ mɑtɑ mɑtɑdɑ
6 (his) neck odo odo odo odo odotɑ
7 (his) belly kɑmo kɑmodɑ kɑmu kɑmo kɑmo
8 (his) skin bubu bubudɑ kwɑfili kwɑfili kwɑfilidɑ
9 (his) knee tuɡɑʔ tuɡɑ tuɣɑ tuɡɑ tuɡɑ
10 (his) ear 

(external) 
tɑɡɑ tɑɡɑ tɑɣɑ tɑɡɑ tɑɣɑ

11 (his) tongue mɛijɑ mɛʎɑ mɛðɑ mɛðɑ mɛðɑ
12 (his) tooth niɡo niɡo niwo niɡo niwo
13 (her) breast ɑlɑfotɑ susu NO ENTRY susu susu
14 (his) hand nimɑ nimɑ nimɑ nimɑ nimɑ
15 (his) under- 

side of foot 
ɑɡɛjɑfɑjɑfɑ ɑɡɛjɑfɑjɑfɑ ɑɣɛlɑfɑlɑfɑ ɑɡelɑfɑlɑfɑ ɑɣɛjɑfɑjɑfɑ

16 (his) back domo kwɑudɑ ɡwɑu kwɑu kwɑu
17 (his) shoulder ɑvɑlɑ ɑvɑlɑ ɑvɑlɑ ɑvɑlɑ ɑvɑlɑ
18 (his) forehead dɛbɑi jɑkɑdɑ dɛbɑiʔ dɛbɑi ijɑkɑ
19 (his) chin kumi ɡumi kumi kumi kumi
20 (his) elbow nimɑituitu nimɑtuitu nimɑilili nimɑilili nimɑilili
21 (his) thumb NO ENTRY nimɑudɑ nimɑuwu NO ENTRY nimɑudɑ
22 (his) leg ɑɡɛ ɑɡɛ ɑɡɛ ɑɡe ɑɣe
23 (his) heart ɑsɛɑsɛ ɑtɛɑtɛ ɑtɛɑtɛ ɑteɑte ɑteɑte
24 (his) liver ɑsɛboubou nuwɑ ɑtɛbuwɑbuwɑ NO ENTRY kɑnifowɑ
25 (his) bone lulu diɛki lulu sɛɡɑ sɛɣɑ
26 (his) blood dɑiɡɑ dɑiɡɑ dɑðɑɡɑ dɑlɑɡɑ dɑjɑɡɑ
27 baby bɛbɛtɑ bɛbɛtɑ bɛbɛkɑ bɛbɛtɑ bɛbɛtɑ
28 girl ɑkɛɑkɛdu NO ENTRY ɑɣɑbɑnɑ ɑkɛdunɑ ɑɣɑbɑnɑ
29 boy tubulɑkɑkɑ NO ENTRY NO ENTRY tubulɑkɑinɑ tubulɑkɑinɑ
30 old woman wɑvinesilɑkɑi vɑvinɛsilɑsilɑkɑidi silɑkɑi silɑkɑikomɑdoku silɑkɑi
31 old man silɑkɑi kɑlivɑsilɑsilɑkɑin silɑkɑi silɑkɑilɑmoɡɑ silɑkɑi
32 woman wɑvine vɑvinelɑkɑinɑ kumɑðoku kumɑdoku kumɑðoku
33 man kɑlivɑ kɑlivɑlɑkɑinɑ lɑmoɡɑ lɑmoɡɑ lɑmoɡɑ
34 (his) father tɑmɑ tɑmɑ tɑmɑku tɑmɑku tɑmɑ
35 (his) mother inɑ inɑ inɑku inɑku inɑ
36 brother  

(older or man)  
tɑwɑɡɑ tɑwɑdɑ kɑwɑku kɑwɑku kɑwɑku

37 sister (older 
 of man)  

novu nou nouku nouku nouku
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 DIALECT NAME 
(Village) 

BWAIDOKA 
(Wailagi) 

LAUWELA 
(Lauwela) 

UTALO 
(Molawe) 

MIYALABI 
(Nimwaiyena) 

MIYALABI 
(Tutufelana) 

38 name jɛɡɑnɑ ɛɡɑnɑ wɑvɑ wɑvɑ wɑvɑ
39 bird mɑnuɡɑ mɑnuɡɑ mɑnuɡɑ mɑnuɡɑ mɑnuɡɑ
40 dog ɡɑluwɛtɑ ɡɑluwɛtɑ ɡɑluwɛtɑ ɡɑluwɛtɑ ɡɑluɡetɑ
41 pig bɑuwɛ bɑuwɛ bɑuwɛ bɑuwɛ bɑuwɛ
41 cassowary DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

43 wallaby vɑɡitɑ vɑɡitɑ vɑɡitɑ vɑɡitɑ vɑɡitɑ
44 flying fox mɑnuboɡi mɑnuboɡi mɑnuboɡi mɑnuboɡi mɑnuboɡi
45 rat ɡwɑisɑlu kwɑisɑnu kwisɑlu kwisɑlu kwɑisɑlu
46 frog kɑlɑkɑlɑ kɑlikɑli kɑlikɑli tɑlɑtɑlɑ kɑlikɑli
47 snake motɑ oloto motɑ motɑ motɑ
48 fish iɡɑnɑ iɡɑnɑ iɡɑnɑ iɡɑnɑ iɡɑnɑ
49 person kɑlivɑ kɑlivɑ lɑmoɡɑ lɑmoɡɑ lɑmoɡɑ
50 he is sitting ɡivɛtoɡɛtoɡɑ vɛtoɡɑ lɑmoɡɑlɑvɛtoɡɛtoɡɑ ɡivɛtoɡɑ NO ENTRY 

51 he is standing ɡimidinididi midimidi lɑmidimidi jɑmidimidi ʔimidimididi
52 he is lying  

down 
ɡiɛnobɑlɑbɑlɑ ɡiɛnobɑlɑ NO ENTRY ijɛnolovɑlɑ iɛnobɑlɑ

53 he is sleeping ɡidɑudɑu dɑudɑuvɑ lɑɛnoɛno lɑnoɛno idɑudɑuvɑ
54 he is walking NO ENTRY nɑunɑu lɑnɑonɑ ijɑnɑonɑ inɑunɑu
55 he is biting ɡijovɑdɑ ɡiovɑɡɑ lɑðovɑðovɑ ɡijovɑ ijɑjovɑɡɑ
56 he is eating ɡikɑnikɑni ɡiɑuwɑu ðɑ lɑʔɑ ijɑuɡɑu
57 he gives it to me ɡivɛlɛvɛlɛku ɡivɛlɛku ɡivɛlɛkɑu ɡivɛlɛkɑu iveleni
58 he sees ɡititɑnɑ ɡitɛitɑ ɡitɑ ɡiʔitɑ itɑni
59 he comes ɡijɛlɛlɑi ɛlɛlɑ lɑilɑiɛðɑ lɑelɑelɑ iɛlɑi
60 he says ɡivonɑvolɑ ɡiwonɑwonɑ ɡiwonɑ iɡonɑ iwonɑwonɑ
61 he hears  

(listens) 
ɡinoɡɑnoɡɑlɑ noɡɑnoɡɑlɑ ɡinoɡɑli lɑnoɡɑnoɡɑlɑ ivɑnivɑninɛɡu

62 he knows ɡiɑlɑmɑnɛnɑ ɣiɑlɑmɑnɑ jiɑlɑmɑnɑ iɑlɑmɑne iɑlɑmɑnɛnɑ
63 he drinks ɡiluluɡɑ ɡijujuɡɑ ɡiʒu ɡiju ijujuɡɑ
64 he hits ɡimunumunuɡɑ munuɡɑ munuɡɑ ɡimunu imununɑ
65 he kills ɡiluvɛjɑlikɑ ɡimunuvɛɡɛɑlikɑ ɡiluvɛiɑlikɑi ɡiluvɛmɑtɛ luvɑlikɑ
66 he dies ɡiɛliɑlikɑ ɡijɑlikɑ ɡijɑlikɑ ɡimɑtɛ imɑtɛ
67 it is lighting  

(fire) 
ɡiɑlɑlɑtɑ ɡijɛɑlɑlɑtɑ kɛðɑmɑɑlɑlɑtɑ lɑlɑlɑtɑ keðɑmɑijɑlɑlɑtɑ

68 it is flying ɡijɑvɛðɑvɛɡɑ ɡijɑɛjɑvɛɡɑ ðɑðɑvɛðɑveðɑ ðɑðɑvelɑveɡɑ iðɑvɛðɑveɡɑ
69 he is swimming ɡikɑjokɑjo kɑjokɑjo lɑlulukɑðo lɑkɑlokɑlo ikɑlokɑlo
70 he is running ɡimɑdumɑduɡɑ ɡimɑdu ʎɑmɑdumɑdu lɑmɑdumɑdu imɑdumɑduɣɑ
71 he falls down ɡibɛubɛu ɡibɛu ɡibɛiu ɡibɛu ibɛu
72 he catches ɡikɑmotɑmotɑ ɡikɑmoi ɡikɑmoi ikɑmoi ikɑmoijɑ
73 he coughs ɡidokudokulɑ ɡibou ɡiekɑlɑ ɡiekɑlɑ ɛkɑlɑ
74 he laughs ɡivɛlɛɡɛɡɛɡɑ vɛlɛiɡɑ iveliɡɑ ɡiveliɡɑ ivɛlɛiɡɑ
75 he dances ɡitɑvotɑvolɑ ɡitɑwolɑ ɡivɑɣɑ lɑvɑɡɑvɑɡɑ vɑɣɑ
76 big lɑkɑinɑ lɑkɑinɑ lɑkɑinɑ lɑkɑinɑ lɑkɑinɑ
77 small kɑbisolɑ kɑbisonɑ kɑbisonɑ kɑbison kɑbisonɑ
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 DIALECT NAME 
(Village) 

BWAIDOKA 
(Wailagi) 

LAUWELA 
(Lauwela) 

UTALO 
(Molawe) 

MIYALABI 
(Nimwaiyena) 

MIYALABI 
(Tutufelana) 

78 good iwɑkɑnɑ ɑɣiɑɣinɑ ɑɡiɑɡinɑ dɛwɑdɛwɑnɑ dɛwɑdɛwɑ
79 bad kojonɑ kojonɑ kojonɑ koðonɑ kolonɑ
80 long mɑnɑmɑnɑwɛnɑ tunuɡinɑ tuluɡinɑ tunuɡinɑ tunuɡinɑ
81 short mɑufolɑ mɑufonɑ mɑufonɑ mɑufonɑ mɑufonɑ
82 heavy vitɑnɑ vitɑnɑ vitɑnɑ vitɑnɑ vitɑnɑ
83 light mɛʎɑmɛʎɑɡɑninɑ ijɑijɑnɑ mɛðɑmɛðɑɡɑninɑ mɛmɛjɑɡɑninɑ mɛðɑmɛðɑɡɑninɑ
84 cold (water) tulutululɑ NO ENTRY tutumɑ tutumɑ tutulunɑ
85 hot (water) kɑlɑkɑlɑlɑvinɑ kɑlɑkɑlɑlɑvinɑ ɡinɑɡinɑnɑ ɡinɑɡinɑnɑ ɡinɑɡinɑnɑ
86 new ɛvɑɡunɑ sivɑɡunɑ sɛvɑunɑ sɛvɑunɑ sijɑunɑ
87 old tuwɑinɑ tuwɑinɑ tuwɑinɑ tuwɑinɑ tuwɑinɑ
88 round kɑfukɑfuɑnɑ kɑfukɑfuwɑnɑ kɑfufounɑ kɑfukɑfuɑnɑ kɑfukɑfuwɑnɑ
89 wet (clothing) butɑbutɑnɑ butɑbutɑnɑ butɑbutɑ butɑnɑ butɑbutɑnɑ
90 dry (clothing) ɑjɑjɑnɑ kɛkɛɑjɑjɑnɑ ɑlinɑ ɑʎɑɑðɑnɑ ɑlinɑ
91 full mɑɡɑmɑɡɑnɑ mɑɡɑ ɡimɑɡɑ ɡimɑɡɑ imɑɣɑ
92 road ɛdɑ ɛdɑ ɛdɑ ɛdɑ ɛdɑ
93 stone kɑbɑlɑ kɑbɑlɑ kuɣɑ kɑbɑlɑ kɑbɑlɑ
94 earth (ground) bɑbi bɑbi bɑbi bɑbi bɑbi
95 sand mɑkɑmɑ mɑkɑvɑ mɑkɑvɑ mɑkɑvɑ mɑkɑvɑ
96 mountain ojɑ oʎɑ oðɑ oðɑ oʎɑ
96 fire DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

98 smoke sijo sijo siou siou sio
99 ashes ɑvu ɑufɑfɑ ɑlijɑu ɑliɑu ɑliɑu
100 sun kɑuwɑnɑ kɑuwɑnɑ ɑu kuwɑnɑ kɑuwɑnɑ
101 moon vɑikoi vɑikoi vɑikoi vɑikoi vɑikoi
102 star ɑilɑbɑmɑ ilɑvilɑvi bɑdibɑdi lɑvilɑvi ilɑvilɑvi
103 cloud buibui jou lɑɡiowɑ buwibuwi buibui
104 rain wɛi wɛi kusɑnɑ usɑnɑ kusɑnɑ
105 wind bolimɑnɑ bolimɑnɑ bolimɑnɑ bolimɑnɑ bolimɑnɑ
106 water ɡufɑ ɡufɑ ufɑ ufɑ ufɑ
107 vine bulɑvɑ bulɑvɑ bulɑvɑ bulɑvɑ bulɑvɑ
108 tree ɑi ɑi ɑi kɛðɑmɑ kɛjɑmɑ
109 stick ɑikɑbisolɑ kɑbisolɑ silumɑi silumɑi NO ENTRY 

110 bark ɑibubunɑ ɑikwɑfili ɑikwɑfilinɑ kwɑfilinɑ kwɑfili
111 seed wɑifɛi otovɑ otovɑ sisinɑ sisi
112 root wɑlɑmɑ wɑlɑmɑ iwɑlɑwɑlɑmɑ wɑlɑminɑ wɑlɑwɑlɑmɑ
113 leaf lukunɑ lukunɑ tɑbonɑ tɑbonɑ tɑpolɑ
114 meat vido vido vido vidonɑ vido
115 fat jɑfɑ ʎɑfɑ ðɑfɑ ðɑfɑnɑ lɑfɑ
116 egg fou fou fou founɑ fou
117 louse utu utu utu utu utu
118 feather ɑjɑlɛ kɑkɑwɛ kɛlɛi kɛlɛi dɑkulɑ
119 Horn itu NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 

120 wing ofɑnɑ ofɑ ofɑnɑ ofɑnɑ ofɑnɑ
121 claw NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY ɑɡewɑkɑnɑ ɑɣɛwɑkɑ
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 DIALECT NAME 
(Village) 

BWAIDOKA 
(Wailagi) 

LAUWELA 
(Lauwela) 

UTALO 
(Molawe) 

MIYALABI 
(Nimwaiyena) 

MIYALABI 
(Tutufelana) 

122 tail ɡiɡulɑ ɡiu ɡiu ɡiunɑ ɡiu
123 one sɛdɑnɑ sɛɑnɑ ifwɛilɑnɑ ifweiðɑnɑ ifokɛðɑnɑ
124 two iluwɛi iluɡɛi iluɡɛi iluɡedi iluɡɛdi
125 three tojɛ toijɛ itoe itoje itoi
126 four lɑufuli lɑufuli ifoluɡɑnɑ lɑufuli lɑufuli
126 five DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

127 ten DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

129 taro dɑidɑi dɛidɛi dɑidɑi dɑidɑi dɑidɑi
130 sugarcane tovu kɑli tou tou kɑli
131 yam mwɑmo mwɑmu wɑmu wɑmo wɑmo
132 banana bobɛ kudi moke mokɛ mokɛ
133 sweet potato bɑjɑkɑ kɛjɑkɑ bɛðɑkɑ bɑðɑkɑ bɛðɑkɑ
134 bean NO ENTRY fɛnifɛni fenifeni fɛnifɛni fɛnifɛni
135 axe ilɑmɑ kiliwomɑ ilɑmɑ NO ENTRY ilɑmɑ
136 bush knife lɛlɛkovi jojokɑ kwɑsikwɑsi kwɑsikwɑsi kwɑsikwɑsi
137 arrow NO ENTRY fɑuwɑsi fɑwɑsi fɑwɑsi fɑwɑsi
138 basket 

(woman’s) 
fuwɑmɑ kɑfɛtɑ tekɑlɑ tekɑlɑ tɛkɑlɑ

139 house mɑnuwɑ mɑnuwɑ mɑnuwɑ mɑnuwɑ mɑnuwɑ
140 tobacco kɑsiɑ kɑsiɑ kɑsiɑ kɑsiɑ kɑsiɑ
141 morning mɑlɑbutujɑ niwɑbunɑ mɑlɑbutujɑ boɡijɑ niwɑbunɑ
142 afternoon lɑvilɑvi lɑvilɑvi lɑvilɑvi lɑvilɑvi lɑvilɑvi
143 night boɡi boɡi lovɑnɑ lovɑnɑ ilovɑnɑ
144 yesterday boi bojɛtɑdi boijetɑ boijetɑ boi
145 tomorrow mɑlɑbutu mɑlɑbutu mɑlɑbutu mɑlɑbutu mɑlɑbutu
146 white kwɑjɑkwɑjɑnɑ kwɑjɑkwɑjɑnɑ kwɑðɑkwɑðɑnɑ kwɑðɑkwɑðɑnɑ kwɑðɑkwɑðɑnɑ
147 black bowɑbowɑnɑ bowɑbowɑnɑ kukusinɑ kukusinɑ kokousinɑ
148 yellow ʎɑɡoʎɑɡonɑ jɑɡojɑɡonɑ ðɑuðɑunɑ lɑulɑunɑ ʎɑoʎɑonɑ
149 red ʎɑbɛʎɑbɛlinɑ jɑbɛjɑbɛlinɑ lɑbelɑbelinɑ lɑbelɑbelinɑ ʎɑbeʎɑbelinɑ
150 green mɑtɑmɑtɑɡinɑ mɑtɑmɑtɑɡinɑ mɑtɑmɑtɑɡinɑ mɑtɑmɑtɑɡinɑ mɑtɑmɑtɑɡinɑ
151 many moʎɑlinɑ moɡɑidi moðɑinɑ dɑwɑdɑwɑninɑ dɑwɑdɑwɑninɑ
152 all mɑtɑtɑbunɑ NO ENTRY mɑtɑtɑbunɑ mɑtɑtɑbudiɑu mɑtɑtɑbunɑ
153 this tɑidɛi idouwɑ idɑe idɑi idɑminɑdi
154 that tɑijulɛ wɑdowɑ wɑdɑe wɑdɑi wɑdɑi
155 what? ɡɑvɑlɑ ɡɑvɑnɑni nɑbɑnɑnɑdi ɡɑvɑbɑnɑdi ɑvenɑnɑdi
156 who? ɡɑito ɡɑkevɑni ɑkubɑnɑdi ɑkubɑnɑdi ɑkwɑnɑdi
157 when? ɡɑvɑtovɑ ɡɑvɑtovɑ ɑvɑtovɑ ɑvɑtovɑ ɑvɑtovɑ
158 where? ɡɑdɛdɛku ɑdoɡiɑ ɑdibeɡinɑ ɑdebɛnɛ ɑdemenɑdi
159 yes ikɑ ikɑ ikɑ ikɑ ikɑ
160 no kɛkɛi kɛkɛ kɛkɛ kɛkɛ kɛkɛ
160 not  DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

162 I ijɑjɛku ijɑjɛku ijɑeku ijɑeku ijɑeku
163 you (sing.) ojɛni ojɛni wɛni wɛni wɛni
164 he bɑnɑʔɛ bɑnɑi bɑnɑe bɑnɑi bɑnɑe
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 DIALECT NAME 
(Village) 

BWAIDOKA 
(Wailagi) 

LAUWELA 
(Lauwela) 

UTALO 
(Molawe) 

MIYALABI 
(Nimwaiyena) 

MIYALABI 
(Tutufelana) 

165 we two (excl.) ɑmɑʔisɛlu NO ENTRY imɛɑmɑitɛlu ɑmɑiteluɡɑ ɑmɑitɛluɡɑ
166 you two ɑmiʔsɛlu ɑmitɛlu NO ENTRY ɑmiteluɡɑ ɑmitɛluɡo
167 they two ɑdisɛlu ɑditɛlu ɑditelujɑ ɑditeluɡɑ ɑditɛluɡɑ
168 we (pl. excl.) imɛlɑvo imijɑu imɛðɑo imɛðɑu imijɑu
169 you (plural) imilɑvo omijɑu imijɑu imijɑu imijɑu
170 they (plural) bɑdiʎɑvo bɑdijɑu bɑdijɑu bɑdijɑu bɑdiɑu

 

E.2 Molata Wordlists 
 

 Village Awale Ukwabala Uwauwefo Kelaiya 
    

1 (his) head utouto utouto utouto utouto
2 (his) hair kɑiluwɑ kɑilɑbu kɑilɑbu NO ENTRY 

3 (his) mouth ɑuwɑ ɑuwɑ ɑuwɑ ɑuwɑ
4 (his) nose kɑbu kɑbu kɑbu kɑbu
5 (his) eye mɑtɑ mɑtɑ mɑtɑ mɑtɑ
6 (his) neck odo odo mɑkɑ odo
7 (his) belly kɑmo kɑmo kɑmo kɑmo
8 (his) skin kwɑfili kɑfili kwɑfili kwɑfili
9 (his) knee tuijɑ tujɑ tuijɑilili tujɑ

10 (his) ear (external) tɑðɑ tɑðɑ tɑðɑ tɑðɑ
11 (his) tongue mɛɑðɑ mɛðɑ mɛðɑ mɛʎɑ
12 (his) tooth niwo niwo niwo niwo
13 (her) breast susu susu susu susu
14 (his) hand nimɑ nimɑ nimɑ nimɑ
15 

 
(his) underside of  
foot 

ɑðɛʎɑfɑʎɑfɑ 
 

ɑðɛlɑfɑlɑfɑ ɑðɛlɑfɑlɑfɑ ɑðɛðɑfɑðɑfɑ
 

16 (his) back kwɑu kwɑu kwɑu kwɑu
17 (his) shoulder ɑvɑlɑ ɑvɑlɑ ɑvɑlɑ ɑvɑlɑ
18 (his) forehead ijɑkɑ ɑijɑkɑ ɑijɑkɑ ɑijɑkɑ
19 (his) chin kumi kumi kumi kumi
20 (his) elbow nimɑʔituʔitu nimɑilili nimɑilili nimɑilili
21 (his) thumb NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 

22 (his) leg ɑðe ɑðɛ ɑðɛ ɑðɛ
23 (his) heart ʔɑtɛʔɑtɛ ɑtɑtɛ ɑtɛɑtɛ ɑtɑtɛ
24 (his) liver ɑtɛubuwɑbuwɑ kɑmofo kɑmofowɑ nuwɑfo
25 (his) bone sɛðɑ sɛðɑ sɛðɑ sɛʎɑ
26 (his) blood dɑðɑðɑ dɑðɑðɑ dɑðɑðɑ dɑjɑjɑ
27 baby bɛbɛðɑ wɛsowɛso bɛbɛðɑ wɛsowɛso
28 girl NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY ɑjɑbɑnɑ
29 boy NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY tubulɑkɑinɑ
30 old woman kumɑlokusilɑkɑidi komɑdukɑsilɑkɑi silɑkɑi silɑkɑi
31 old man lɑmoðɑsilɑsilɑkɑin lɑmoðɑsilɑkɑi silɑkɑi silɑkɑi
32 woman kumɑlokulɑkɑinɑ vɛvine kumɑðoku kumɑðoku
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 Village Awale Ukwabala Uwauwefo Kelaiya 
33 man lɑmolɑlɑkɑinɑ lɑmoðɑ lɑmoðɑ lɑmoðɑ
34 (his) father tɑmɑ tɑmɑ tɑmɑ tɑmɑ
35 (his) mother inɑ inɑ inɑ inɑ
36 

 
brother (older of 
man) 

tɑwɑðɑ 
 

kɑwɑku NO ENTRY 

 

tɑwɑðɑ
 

37 
 

sister (older of 
man) 

Nouku 
 

nounɑ nounɑ Nou
 

38 name uwɑvɑ wɑvɑ wɑvɑ wɑvɑ
39 bird mɑnujɑ mɑnujɑ mɑnujɑ mɑnuijɑ
40 dog kokou kwoukwou kouku ðɑlujɛtɑ
41 pig bɑwɛ bɑwɛ bɑuwɛ bɑuwɛʔ
41 cassowary DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

43 wallaby wɑjinɑ wɑjinɑ wɑijinɑ wɑðinɑ
44 flying fox mɑnuboi NO ENTRY mɑnuboi NO ENTRY 

45 rat ɡwɑisɑlu kwɑisɑlu kwɑisɑlu kwɑisɑlu
46 frog tɑlɑtɑlɑ tɑlɑtɑlɑ kɑlikɑli kɑlikɑli
47 snake mwotɑ motɑ motɑ motɑ
48 fish kɛvɑkɛvɑ kɛvɑkɛvɑ ijɑnɑ kɛvɑkɛvɑ
49 person lɑmoðɑ lɑmoðɑ lɑmoðɑ lɑmoðɑ
50 he is sitting ijɑiwotoðɑ NO ENTRY bɑnɑijɑiwotoðɑ NO ENTRY 
51 he is standing imidimididi ʔimidimididi ʔimidimididi midimididi
52 he is lying down ivɛivɛinobɑlinɑ ʔivɛnobɑlinɑ ivɛnobɑlinɑ ivɛnobɑlinɑ
53 he is sleeping idɑudɑuvɑ ʔidɑudɑuvɑ bonɑidɑudɑuvɑ idɑudɑuvɑ
54 he is walking ʔinɑunɑu ʔinɑunɑu inɑunɑu inɑunɑu
55 he is biting (a dog) ijɑjovɑiðɑ ʔijɑijovɑðɑ ijovɑnɑ ɑijovɑðɑ
56 he is eating ijɑujɑu ʔijɑujɑu ijɑujɑu ijɑujɑu
57 he gives it to me ivɛlɛiku ʔivɛlɛku ivɛlɛku ivɛlɛvɛlɛku
58 he sees itɑitɑ ʔitɑitɑ itɑitɑ itɑitɑ
59 he comes ijɛlɑi ʔiɑlɑi iɛlɑi iɛlɛlɑi
60 he says iwonɑ iwonɑ iwonɑ iwonɑwonɑ
61 he hear (listens) inoðɑnoðɑlɑ inoðɑlɑ inoðɑlinɑ inoðɑlɑ
62 he knows ijɑlɑmɑnɛinɑ ijɑlɑmɑnɛnɑ ijɑlɑmɑnɛnɑ iɑlɑmɑnɛnɑ
63 he drinks ijujuwɑ ijuwɑ ijuwɑ iðuðuwɑ
64 he hits imununɑ imununɑ imununɑ imununɑ
65 he kills iluvɛmɑtɛnɑ iluvemɑtɛ iluvemɑtɛ iluvɛmɑtɛnɑ
66 he dies imɑtɛ imɑtɛ imɑtɛ imɑtɛ
67 it is lighting (fire) ijɑlɑlɑtɑ ijɑlɑlɑtɑ ijɑlɑlɑtɑ ijɑlɑlɑtɑ
68 it is flying ijɑɛðɑ ijɑvɛðɑvɛðɑ ijɑvɛðɑvɛðɑ ijɑvɛðɑvɛðɑ
69 he is swimming ikɑðokɑðo ikɑðokɑðo ikɑðokɑðo ikɑðokɑðo
70 he is running imɑdujɑ imɑdumɑdujɑ imɑdumɑdujɑ imɑdumɑdujɑ
71 he falls down ibɛu ibɛu ibɛo ibɛu
72 he catches ikɑmwoinɑ ikɑmwɛinɑ ikɑmwɑinɑ ikɑmoijɑ
73 he coughs ibou ibou ibo ibobo
74 he laughs ivɛlɛijɑ ivɛlɛijɑ ivɛlɛijɑ ivɛlɛijɑ
75 he dances ivɑðɑ ivɑðɑ ivɑðɑ ivɑðɑvɑðɑ
76 big lɑkɑinɑ lɑkɑinɑ lɑkɑinɑ lɑkɑinɑ
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 Village Awale Ukwabala Uwauwefo Kelaiya 
77 small kɑbisonɑ kɑbisonɑ kɑbisonɑ kɑbisonɑ
78 good dɛwɑdɛwɑnɑ dɛwɑdɛwɑnɑ dɛwɑdɛwɑnɑ dɛwɑdɛwɑnɑ
79 bad koðonɑ koðonɑ kwoðonɑ koðonɑ
80 long tunuijinɑ tunuiʝinɑ tunuijinɑ tunuðinɑ
81 short mɑufonɑ mɑufonɑ mɑufonɑ mɑufonɑ
82 heavy vitɑnɑ vitɑnɑ vitɑnɑ vitɑnɑ
83 light mɛðɑmɛðɑninɑ mɛmɛðɑninɑ mɛðɑmɛðɑðɑninɑ mɛmɛðɑninɑ
84 cold (water) tulutulunɑ tulutulunɑ tulutulunɑ tulutulunɑ
85 hot (water) ijɑninɑnɑ ufɑʝinɑʝinɑnɑ jinɑjinɑnɑ ðinɑðinɑnɑ
86 new sijɑunɑ sijɑunɑ sijɑunɑ sijɑunɑ
87 old tuwɑinɑ tuwɑinɑ tuwɑinɑ tuwɑjinɑ
88 round kɑfwɑfwɑunɑ fwɑfwɑunɑ fwɑfwɑunɑ fwɑfwɑunɑ
89 wet (clothing) butɑnɑ butɑbutɑ dɑulinɑ butɑbutɑnɑ
90 dry (clothing) ɑlinɑ ɑlinɑ ɑlinɑ ɑlinɑ
91 full imɑlɑ imɑðɑ imɑðɑ imɑðɑmɑðɑnɑ
92 road wɑi wɑi wɑi wɑi
93 stone kɑbɑlɑ kɑbɑlɑ kɑbɑlɑ kɑbɑlɑ
94 earth (ground) bɑbi bɑbi bɑbi bɑbi
95 sand mɑkɑvɑ mɑkɑvɑ mɑkɑvɑ mɑkɑvɑ
96 mountain oðɑ oðɑ oðɑ oʎɑ
96 fire DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

98 smoke sijo sijo sijo sijo
99 ashes ɑlijɑu ɑlijɑu ɑliɑu ɑliɑu

100 sun kɑuwɑnɑ kɑuwɑnɑ kɑuwɑnɑ kɑuwɑnɑ
101 moon ɛnɑlɑ ɛnɑlɑ ɛnɑlɑ ɛnɑlɑ
102 star ilɑvilɑvi ilɑvilɑvi ilɑvilɑvi ilɑvilɑvi
103 cloud bwibwi ðɑjijowɑ lɑjijowɑ ðɑðiowɑ
104 rain kusɑnɑ kusɑnɑ kusɑnɑ kusɑnɑ
105 wind bolimɑnɑ bolimɑnɑ bolimɑnɑ bolimɑnɑ
106 water ufɑ ufɑ ufɑ ufɑ
107 vine bulɑvɑ bulɑvɑ bulɑvɑ bulɑvɑ
108 tree kɛðɑmɑ kɛðɑmɑ kɛðɑmɑ kɛðɑmɑ
109 stick sɑlɑumɑ sɑlɑumɑ sɑlɑumɑ sɑlɑumɑ
110 bark kwɑfilinɑ kwɑfikwɑfilɑ kwɑfikwɑfili kwɑfikwɑfili
111 seed otovɑ otovɑ otovɑ otovɑ
112 root iwɑlɑwɑlɑmɑ iwɑlɑwɑlɑmɑ wɑlɑwɑlɑmɑ iwɑlɑwɑlɑmɑ
113 leaf tɑbonɑ tɑbonɑ tɑbonɑ tɑbonɑ
114 meat vido vido vido vido
115 fat wɑlɑwɑlɑtɑ wɑlɑwɑlɑtɑ wɑlɑwɑtɑ wɑlɑwɑlɑtɑ
116 egg fou fou fou fou
117 louse utu utu utu utu
118 feather dɑɡulɑ dɑkulɑ dɑkulɑ dɑkulɑ
119 horn NO ENTRY ɛduɛdudɑvɛkisilɑðɑlɑðɑnɑ NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 

120 wing ofɑ ofɑnɑ ofɑnɑ ofɑ
121 claw ɑðewɑkɑ ɑðewɑkɑ ɑðewɑkɑ ɑðewɑkɑ
122 tail jiu jijunɑ ijuinɑ ðiunɑ
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 Village Awale Ukwabala Uwauwefo Kelaiya 
123 one ifokɛðɑnɑ ifokɛðɑnɑ ifokɛðɑnɑ ifokɛðɑnɑ
124 two ilujɛdi ilujɛdi ilijɛdi iluijɛdi
125 three itoi itowɛ itoɛ itoɛ
126 four lɑufuli lɑufuli lɑufuli lɑufuli
127 five DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

128 ten DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

129 taro dɑidɑi dɛidɛi dɛdɛi dɑidɑi
130 sugarcane kɑli kɑli kɑli kɑli
131 yam mwɑmowɑ wɑmo wɑmo wɑmo
132 banana mokɛ kɑmijo mokɛ mokɛ
133 sweet potato bɑðɑkɑ bɛðɑkɑ bɛðɑkɑ bɛðɑkɑ
134 bean fɛnifɛni fɛnifɛni fɛnifɛni fɛnifɛni
135 axe ilɑmɑ NO ENTRY NO ENTRY ilɑmɑ
136 bush knife kwɑsikwɑsi kwɑsikwɑsi kwɑsikwɑsi kwɑsikwɑsi
137 arrow fɑuwɑsi fɑuwɑsi fɑuwɑsi fɑuwɑsi
138 basket (womans) tɛkɑlɑ tɛkɑlɑ tɛkɑlɑ tɛkɑlɑ
139 house mɑnuwɑ mɑnuwɑ mɑnuwɑ mɑnuwɑ
140 tobacco kɑsiɑ kɑsijɑ kɑsiɑ kɑsiɑ
141 morning bwoijɑ bojijɑ bojijɑ boðijɑ
142 afternoon lɑvilɑvi lɑvilɑvi lɑvilɑvi lɑvilɑvi
143 night lovɑnɑ lovɑnɑ lovɑnɑ lovɑnɑ
144 yesterday boi boi boi boi
145 tomorrow mɑlɑlɑwjɑ mɑlɑlɑujɑ mɑlɑlɑujɑ mɑlɑlɑujɑ
146 white kwɑðɑkwɑðɑnɑ kwɑðɑkwɑðɑnɑ kwɑðɑkwɑðɑnɑ kwɑðɑkwɑðɑnɑ
147 black kokousinɑ kwokwousinɑ kwokwousinɑ kokousinɑ
148 yellow ðɑoðɑonɑ ðɑoðɑonɑ lɑulɑuonɑ ðɑoðɑonɑ
149 red lɑbɛlɑbɛlinɑ ðɑbɛlɑbɛlinɑ lɑbɛlɑbɛlinɑ ðɑbɛðɑbɛlinɑ
150 green mɑtɑmɑtɑinɑ mɑtɑmɑtɑjinɑ mɑtɑmɑtɑjinɑ mɑtɑmɑtɑðinɑ
151 many dɑwɑdɑwɑnidi dɑwɑdɑwinɑ dɑwɑdɑwɑnidi dɑwɑdɑwɑnidɑ
152 all mɑtɑtɑbunɑ mɑtɑtɑbunɑ mɑtɑtɑbunɑ mɑtɑtɑbunɑ
153 this kidɑi idɑi idɑi idɑe
154 that wɑdɑi wɑdɑi wɑdɑi wɑdɑe
155 what? ɑvɑnɑnɑði ɑvɑnɑdi ɑvɑnɑnɑdi ɑvɑnɑnɑdi
156 who? ɑkwɑmɑnɑ ɑkwɑmɑnɑ ɑkwɑmɑnɑ ɑkwɑmɑnɑ
157 when? ɑvɑtovɑ ɑvɑtovɑ ɑvɑtovɑ ðɑvɑtovɑ
158 where? ɑdɑðɛini ɑdɛðɛinɛ ɑdɛðɛinɛ ɑdɛðɛinɛ
159 yes ikɑ ikɑ ikɑ ikɑ
160 no kɛkɛ kɛkɛ kɛkɛ kɛkɛ
161 

 
not (he is not 
standing) 

DISQUALIFIED 

 

DISQUALIFIED 

 

DISQUALIFIED 

 

DISQUALIFIED 

 

162 I ijɑɛku ijɑɛku ijɑɛku ijɑeku
163 you (singular) wɛni wɛni wɛni wɛni
164 he bɑnɑi bɑnɑɛ bɑnɑɛ bɑnɑe
165 we two (exclusive) ɑmɑʔitɛlujɑ ɑdɑitɛlujɑ imɛʔɑmɑitɛlu ɑmɑiʔitelujɑ
166 you two ɑmiʔitɛlujɑ NO ENTRY imiɑmitɛlujɑ ɑmiʔitelujɑ
167 they two ɑdiʔitɛlujɑ bɑdikɑdujɛ bɑdiɑditɛluwe ɑdiiteluijɑ
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 Village Awale Ukwabala Uwauwefo Kelaiya 
168 

 
we (plural 
exclusive) 

imɛðɑu 
 

idɛðɑu imɛðɑu imɛðɑo
 

169 you (plural) imijɑu imijɑu imijɑu imijɑo
170 they (plural) bɑdijɑo bɑdijɑo bɑdijɑu bɑdijɑo

 

E.3 North Goodenough Dialects and Iduna Wordlists 

 
DIALECT NAME 
(Village) 

NADIYAVA  
(Buwali) 

IBAWANA  
(Lalaveya) 

ULOGA  
(Wafuwafuwa) 

IDUNA  
(Wakonai) 

     

1 (his) head NO ENTRY NO ENTRY debɑboʔu NO ENTRY 

2 (his) hair ʔuʔu ʔuʔu ʔuʔu ʔuʔu
3 (his) mouth ɑwɑ ɑwɑ ɑwɑ ɑwɑ
4 (his) nose kɑbu kɑbu kɑbu kɑbu
5 (his) eye mɑtɑ mɑtɑ mɑtɑ mɑtɑ
6 (his) neck odo odo odo odo
7 (his) belly kɑmo kɑmo kɑmokɑmo kɑmodɑ
8 (his) skin kwɑfili kwɑfili kwɑfili kwɑfili
9 (his) knee tuwɑ tuɡɑ tuɡɑdɑ tuɡɑ
10 (his) ear (external) tɑɣɑ tɑɣɑ tɑɡɑ tɑɣɑ
11 (his) tongue mɛðɑ mɛʎɑ mɛʎɑ mɛʎɑ
12 (his) tooth nijo niɡo niɡo niɡo
13 (her) breast susu huhu susu huhu
14 (his) hand nimɑ nimɑ nimɑ nimɑ
15 
 

(his) underside of 
foot 

ɑeʎɑfɑʎɑfɑ 
 

ɑeʎɑfɑʎɑfɑ ɑeʎɑfɑʎɑfɑ ɑɡeʎɑfɑʎɑfɑ
 

16 (his) back kwɑu kwɑu kwɑʔu kwɑu
17 (his) shoulder ɑvɑlɑ ɑvɑlɑ ɑvɑlɑ ɑvɑlɑ
18 (his) forehead dɛbɑʔi dɛbɑʔɑi debɑʔɑi debɑbubu
19 (his) chin kumi kumi kumi kumi
20 (his) elbow nimɑilili nimɑhilihili nimɑhidi nimɑhihi
21 (his) thumb nimɑʔuʔu nimɑʔuʔu nimɑʔuʔu nimɑuɡu
22 (his) leg ɑʔe ɑɡe ɑʔe ɑɡe
23 (his) heart ɑteɑte ʔɑteʔɑte ʔɑteʔɑte ʔɑseʔɑse
24 (his) liver ɑtebuwobuwo NO ENTRY ɑtebuwɑbuwɑ nuɡɑnuɡɑ
25 (his) bone ijɑkɑ ijɑkɑ lulu sɛɡɑ
26 (his) blood dɑjɑɡɑ dɑijɑɣɑ dɑʎɑɡɑ dɑiɑɡɑ
27 baby bɛbɛtɑ bɛbɛʎɑ bɛbɛʎɑ fwefweyɑ
28 girl ʔɑʔɑbɑ ɑɣɑbɑnɑ ɑɣɑbɑnɑ ɑɡɑbɑnɑ
29 boy tubulɑkɑtɑ tubulɑkɑtɑ tubulɑkɑhinɑ tubulɑkɑtɑ
30 old woman silɑkɑi silɑxɑi silɑkɑhi silɑsilɑkɑi
31 old man silɑkɑi silɑkɑi silɑkɑhi kɑlivɑsilɑkɑi
32 woman kumɑjoku kumɑʎoku vɑvine kwɑmɑjoku
33 man kɑlivɑ kɑlivɑ kɑlivɑ kɑlivɑ
34 (his) father tɑmɑ tɑmɑku tɑmɑʔ kɑmɑ
35 (his) mother inɑ hinɑ hinɑ inɑku
36 brother (older of man) tɑwɑɣɑ NO ENTRY tɑwɑɡɑ kɑwɑku
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DIALECT NAME 
(Village) 

NADIYAVA  
(Buwali) 

IBAWANA  
(Lalaveya) 

ULOGA  
(Wafuwafuwa) 

IDUNA  
(Wakonai) 

37 sister (older of man) nou nou nouku nouku
38 name ɛðɑnɑ ɡɛðɑnɑ ɡɛðɑnɑ ɛɡɑnɑ
39 bird mɑnuwɑ mɑnuɡɑ mɑnuɡɑ mɑnuɡɑ
40 dog ɑluwɛtɑ ɑluʔɛtɑ ɡɑluʔɛtɑ ɡɑluɛtɑ
41 pig bɑuwe bɑuwe bɑuwe bɑuwe
42 cassowary DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

43 wallaby vɑitɑ vɑitɑ vɑʔitɑ vɑɡitɑ
44 flying fox mɑnuboi mɑnuboi mɑnuboʔi mɑnuboɡi
45 rat kwisɑlu kwisɑlu kwɑʔisɑlu kwɛsɑlu
46 frog tɑlɑtɑlɑ xɑlixɑli kɑlikɑli kɑlikɑli
47 snake motɑ motɑ oloto oloto
48 fish ijɑnɑ ɡijɑnɑ ɡijɑnɑ iɡɑnɑ
49 person joʔoʔ tomo kwɑmɑnɑ joʔo
50 he is sitting bɑnɑeivetovetowɑnɑ ivɛtoɣɑ bɑnɑeʔevetovetoɣɑ ɡihijoto
51 he is standing imidimididi ɡimidimididi imidimididi ɡimidi
52 he is lying down ɛnoɛnobɑlɑ ʔiʔɛnobɑlɑ iʔenoluvɑlɑ ɡienobɑlɑ
53 he is sleeping iɛnoɛno iʔɛnoʔɛno iʔenoeno ɡidɑdɑudɑ
54 he is walking inɑnunuwɑ ɡɑʔijɛjinɑunɑɛ ijɑnunuɑʔe ɡinɑnɑunɑ
55 he is biting (a dog) ʔijovɑ ʔiʔijovɑɣɑ ijovɑɡɑ ɡijovɑnɑ
56 he is eating ʔiɑʔɑwo ɡijɑuʔɑʔɛ ijɑʔuɑʔe ɡiɑʔɑuʔɑ
57 he gives it to me ʔijɑvɛkɛku ivɛlɛku ivɛleku ɡiveleʔku
58 he sees ʔijɑitɑ ɡiʔitɑ ʔiʔitɑ ɡiʔitɑ
59 he comes ijɑʔɛlijɑ ʔiʔɛlɑʔe ʔiʔelɑʔe ɡiʔelɑ
60 he says ijɑonɑ ʔiɣonɑ ʔiɡonɑɡonɑ ɡiɡɑijo
61 he hear (listens) nowɑnowɑlɑ jinoɣɑlɑ ʔinoɡɑnoɡɑlɑ ɡinoɡɑlinɑ
62 he knows ijɑlɑmɑnenɑ jihɑlɑmɑnɛnɑ ʔihɑlɑmɑnɑ ɡihɑlɑmɑnenɑ
63 he drinks ijɑjujuwɑ ijuʔe ʔijuʔe ɡiʝu
64 he hits imununɑ imunuɣɑ ʔumulu ɡimununɑ
65 he kills iluveɑlikɑ ɡiluvɛʔɑlikɑ luveʔɑlikɑ ɡiluveʔɑlikɑnɑ
66 he dies iʔɑlikɑ ʔikwɑʔhɑ ɑlikɑ ɡiʔɑlikɑ
67 it is lighting (fire) ɑiɑlɑʔɑlɑtɑ ʔiɑlɑʔɑlɑtɑ ɑiʔiɑlɑʔɑlɑtɑ ɡiʔɑlɑʔɑlɑtɑ
68 it is flying iʎɑvɛʎɑvɛjɑ ɡiʎɑvɛʎɑvɛɡɑ iʎɑvejɑveʎɑ ɡiʎɑveʎɑveɡɑ
69 he is swimming ikɑkɑjokɑjo ikɑʎokɑʎo kɑʎokɑʎo ɡikɑjokɑjo
70 he is running imɑdumɑduwɑ imɑdumɑdu imɑdu ɡimɑdumɑdu
71 he falls down ibɛu ibɛʔu ʔibeʔu ɡibeʔu
72 he catches ikɑmoinɑ ikɑmohinɑ kɑmohinɑ ɡikɑmohinɑ
73 he coughs ijɛkɑlɑ jihɛkɑlɑ hɛkɑlɑ ɡiʔoho
74 he laughs ijɑbwɑkɑ jihɑbwɑkɑ vɛlijɑ ɡiveleiɡɑ
75 he dances itɑʔolɑ jivɑɣɑ vɑɡɑ ɡivɑɡɑ
76 big lɑkɑinɑ NO ENTRY NO ENTRY lɑkɑhinɑ
77 small kɑbisonɑ kɑbison kɑbiʔonɑ kɑbiʔonɑ
78 good iwɑkɑnɑ hɑihɑinɑ mɑtɑkɑikɑiʔinɑ jɑmumunɑ
79 bad kojonɑ koʎonɑ kojonɑ kojonɑ
80 long tunuinɑ tunuiʝinɑ tunuʔinɑ tunuɡinɑ
81 short mɑufonɑ mɑʔufonɑ kɑʔufonɑ kɑliʔufonɑ
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DIALECT NAME 
(Village) 

NADIYAVA  
(Buwali) 

IBAWANA  
(Lalaveya) 

ULOGA  
(Wafuwafuwa) 

IDUNA  
(Wakonai) 

82 heavy vitɑnɑ vitɑnɑ vitɑnɑ vitɑnɑ
83 light mɛjɑmɛjɑninɑ mɛʎɑmɛʎɑɡɑninɑ ihɑʎɑnɑ ihɑijɑnɑ
84 cold (water) tulutulunɑ tutumɑ tutumɑ tutuminɑ
85 hot (water) inɑinɑnɑ ɡinɑʝinɑnɑ ʔinɑʔinɑ ɡinɑɡinɑnɑ
86 new ɛvɑunɑ ɛvɑʔunɑ sɛvɑʔunɑ ɡivɑɡunɑ
87 old tuwɑinɑ tuwɑɡinɑ tuwɑʔinɑ tuwɑinɑ
88 round kɑfukɑfuwɑnɑ kɑfukɑfuwɑnɑ kɑfokɑfofoʔunɑ kɑfofounɑ
89 wet (clothing) butɑbutɑnɑ butɑbutɑnɑ ibutɑ ɡibutɑ
90 dry (clothing) NO ENTRY NO ENTRY hɑʎɑhɑʎɑ hɑijɑhɑijɑnɑ
91 full imɑɡɑ mɑɣɑmɑɣɑnɑ mɑɡɑ ɡimɑɣɑ
92 road ɛdɑ ɛdɑ ɛdɑ ɛdɑ
93 stone kɑbɑlɑ kuɣɑ kuɡɑ kuɣɑ
94 earth (ground) bɑbi bɑbi bɑbi bɑbi
95 sand mɑkɑmɑ mɑkɑmɑ mɑkɑmɑ mɑkɑmɑ
96 mountain oʎɑ oʎɑ oʎɑ ojɑ
97 fire DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

98 smoke sijo sijo sijo sijo
99 ashes ɑliɑu ɑliɑʔu ɑliʔɑʔu ɑliʔɑu
100 sun kuwɑnɑ kuwɑnɑ kuwɑnɑ kɑuwɑnɑ
101 moon vɑikoi vɑiʔkohi vɑiʔkohi vɑikohi
102 star ilɑvilɑvi ilɑvilɑvi ɑlɑlele bɑdibɑdi
103 cloud buibui buhibuhi buhibuhi buhibuhi
104 rain wei wɛhiʔ wɛhiʔ wɛhiʔ
105 wind bolimɑnɑ bolimɑnɑ bolimɑnɑ bolimɑnɑ
106 water ufɑ hufɑ hufɑ ɡufɑ
107 vine bulɑvɑ bulɑvɑ bulɑvɑ bulɑvɑ
108 tree ɑi ɑʔi ʔɑʔi ɑi 
109 stick fulumɑ fulumɑ ʔɑbijɑ fulumɑ
110 bark kwɑfili kwɑfili kwɑfili ikwɑfili
111 seed wifɛi otovɑʔ otovɑ otovɑ
112 root wɑlɑmɑ wɑlɑmɑ iwɑlɑmɑ wɑlɑmɑ
113 leaf tɑbonɑ tɑbonɑ lukuminɑ lukuminɑ
114 meat vidou vidoʔ vido vidoʔ
115 fat jɑfɑ ʎɑfɑ ʎɑfɑ jɑfɑ
116 egg fou foʔu foʔu fou
117 louse utu ʔutu ʔutu ʔutu
118 feather dɑkulɑ NO ENTRY dɑkulɑ dɑkulɑ
119 horn NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY 

120 wing ofɑ ofɑʔ ofɑʔ ʔofɑ
121 claw ɑewɑkɑ ɑewɑkɑ ɑʔewɑkɑ ɑɡewɑkɑsese
122 tail dibu dibu ʝiʔu ɡiu
123 one ifojɑunɑ ifoʔɛwɑnɑ teʔeʎɑnɑ sɑʔɛjɑnɑ
124 two ifoluwɑnɑ luwɛhi luwɛhi luhei
125 three ifoluwɑnɑifojɑunɑ tohije tohijɛ tohije
126 four nibulɑlinɑ lubunɑlinɑ luwehiluwehi lɑufuli
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DIALECT NAME 
(Village) 

NADIYAVA  
(Buwali) 

IBAWANA  
(Lalaveya) 

ULOGA  
(Wafuwafuwa) 

IDUNA  
(Wakonai) 

127 five DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

128 ten DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

129 taro dɑidɑi dɑidɑi kwɛʎo kwɛjo
130 sugarcane kɑli kɑli toʔu toʔu
131 yam wɑmo wɑmo kuvi kuvi
132 banana udi ɣudi ɡɑlo ɡɑlo
133 sweet potato bɛðɑkɑ bɑʎɑxɑ bɑʎɑkɑ bɑiʎɑkɑ
134 bean fɛmufɛmu fɛmfɛmu fɛnifɛni fɛnifɛni
135 axe ilɑmɑ ilɑmɑ ilɑmɑ ilɑmɑ
136 bush knife kwɑsikwɑsi kwɑsikwɑsi kwɑsikwɑsi kwɑsikwɑsi
137 arrow fɑwɑsi fɑwɑsi fɑwɑsi fɑwɑsi
138 basket (woman’s) sekɑlɑ fɛjɑwɑ feʎɑwɑ fɛjɑwɑ
139 house mɑnuwɑ mɑnuwɑ mɑnuwɑ mɑnuwɑ
140 tobacco kɑsiɑ kɑsijɑ kɑsijɑ kɑsijɑ
141 morning mɑlɑbutuijɑ mɑlɑbutujɑ mɑlɑlɑuvɑ mɑlɑlɑuɡɑ
142 afternoon lɑvilɑvi lɑvilɑvi lɑvilɑvi lɑvilɑvi
143 night lovɑnɑ niwɑbunɑ niwɑbunɑ oijuju
144 yesterday boine boijne boʔijesedi boʔesɛdi
145 tomorrow mɑlɑbutu mɑlɑbutu mɑlɑbusu boɡijɑdi
146 white kwɑʎɑkwɑʎɑnɑ kwɑʎɑkwɑʎɑnɑ kwɑʎɑkwɑʎɑnɑ kwɑʎɑkwɑʎɑnɑ
147 black kwɑukwɑusinɑ kukusinɑ kukusinɑ kukwɑuhinɑ
148 yellow ʎɑoʎɑonɑ ʎɑoʎɑonɑ ʎɑoʎɑonɑ ijɑɡojɑɡonɑ
149 red ʎɑbeʎɑbelinɑ ʎɑbeʎɑbeɡinɑ ʎɑbeʎɑbelinɑ ʎɑbeʎɑbelinɑ
150 green mɑtɑmɑtɑinɑ mɑtɑmɑtɑjinɑ mɑtɑmɑtɑʔinɑ mɑtɑmɑtɑɡinɑ
151 many dɑwɑni dɑwɑninɑ ʎɑkwɑlinɑ mojɑʔɑdi
152 all NO ENTRY NO ENTRY mɑtɑtɑbunɑ mɑtɑtɑbunɑ
153 this dɑnɑdi hidɛʔdɑʔe hidebɑʔɑnɑdi hidɑvɑʔɑmɑ
154 that wɑdɑʔɑnɑdi wɑdɑʔe juwɑbɑʔɑnɑdi wɑdɑʔ
155 what? ɑvɑʔɑnɑ ɡɑvɑʔɑnɑ ɡɑvɑʔɑdi ɡɑvɑnɑ
156 who? ɑkoʔɑdi hɑkwɑʔɑdi ɑkwɑʔɑdi hɑkwɑdi
157 when? ɑvɑtovɑ ɡɑvɑtoɡɑ ɡɑvɑtovɑ ɡɑvɑtoɡɑ
158 where? ɑdɑʔinɑ hɑdeɣinɑ NO ENTRY hɑʔɑe
159 yes ikɑ ikɑ ikɑ ikɑ
160 no kɛkɛ keke keke keke
161 not (is not standing) DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED DISQUALIFIED 

162 I ijɑʔeku ijɑʔɛku ijɑʔeku ijɑʔeku
163 you (sing.) ʔoʔɛni oʔɛni ʔoʔeni ʔoʔeni
164 he bɑnɑʔei bɑnɑʔe bɑnɑʔe bɑnɑʔe
165 we two (excl.) NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY ɑdɑʔiselu
166 you two ɑmiteluwɑ NO ENTRY ɑmiʔiseli ɑmiʔiselu
167 they two NO ENTRY NO ENTRY NO ENTRY ɑdiselu
168 we (pl. excl.) ideʔiðɑʔo imɛʔɛʎɑɣo imeʔeðɑʔo imeʔejɑo
169 you (pl.) NO ENTRY omiʔijɑu omiʔijɑo omiʔijɑo
170 they (pl.) bɑdiʔɑʔo bɑdiʔijɑo bɑdiʔijɑʔo bɑdeʔijɑo
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